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Will you not come in and rest a while though it is a very hi-
unble home that 1 live in? On the ceiling the rats are running 
about. The horse has grown restive And then they became 
disorderly. A nettmg-needle. He makes an invocation by 
pouring cold water upon himself. The crab is foaming. The 
beer froths — Leave off  as it is dangerous. Pork is full of  fat. 
The back becomes clammy with an oil-painting. A piece of  
paper written with sympathetic ink. Ting grate. Take this dog 
away. That is an instance of  revenge for disappointed love. 
The horse paws the ground. To hold the fox in aive as the 
niessenffer of  the god of  rice. There has lately been a general 
rise in the prices of  commodities. You were out when 1 called 
aM[��<PM�Å[P�IZM�ITT�LMIL��\W�OW�\QX�\PM�[¼a�QV�I�JITTWWV��ZQ[M�QV�
value market- price, rank, rejyntation. im- protie in-personal 
appearttnce. tuck at the shoulder — tttedo the tuck. We sent 
the ball up on the roof, celebrate a tvedding. As it has a raised 
bottom, it &, not hold much. The upper Jaw; the palate doable 
chin. Cross-let fjed in foie igii clothes. Once we take to opium, 
we canncn&. give it up. estranjc the two frotn each other. Eat-
ing between meals. Come down a little for luck. In the game 
of  go he is no match for me. He is a veritable bumpkin. 
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So you have a little stranger at your house, let me congratulate 
you. The man fell in with a highway. His rowdyism is unbear-
able. A bean-jam bun. A stripling an unlicked cub. Rats infest 
I�PW][M��)�OIVO�WN �Å^M�ZWJJMZ[�QVNM[\��<PM�Å[P�NZWU�\PM�WXMV�
[MI�IZM�LMTQKQW][�I[�\PMQZ�ÆM[P�Q[�\W]OP��;PWQW�\PM�KTW^MV�NWV\¸
betray a metin heart. Will you sleep with a nighight? Variegat-
ML�KTW\P�WN �PMUR\�TMQ\N �XI\\MZV��7VM¼[�NMM\��,MI\P�Ja�KZ][PQVO�
suru. This apple is bruised. Give an indirect rub. 6e over head 
and ears in love tvith a tvomati. It is torn in two at the joint. I 
am now quite ashamed to show my facfc. pull the wires work 
pup-j. Be scorned by the trorld. A target-mound. The loins are 
bent like a catalpa. Imperial cherry-party. A pari-mutuel ticket. 
Powder is very great plan that is absolutely. The salsify the 
oyster-plant. Cargo in bulk, fto death; a. But- tery. to eat bread 
]�Q\P�J]\\MZ��,WV¼\�UISM�[]KP�I�KTI\\MZ�aW]�IZM�ZIQ[QVO�\PM�L][\��
Hap the ivings — a horse-shoe magnet — raised by horse 
hoofs. He was punished for breaking the jjtti. school regula-
\QWV[��Å[PUMV\���0IXXQTa���OW\�WNN �_Q\P�I�TQOP\�X]QQ�T�I�JWI\��
The price of  rice. United States rrrsident; the Pt-f-mident of  
the United States — He opened his granaries and reliev- es 
ML�\PM�XWWZ��,W�aW]�[MM�IVa�OZMMV�QV�Ua�MaM'�[XMKQN\T�NNW^MQ¼Q\�
neiit shritie. One has (catches a glimpse of  big dashing- among 
\PM�_I^M[��<WZ\WQ[M�[PMTT��^KWQUQZ�M`XTIQV�ÅQQMV\Ta��,W�NWZKQXZV�
TILQM[�][M�ZW]�M�I\�\PMQZ�NKV\�\WQTM\'�<PM�ZQVO�ÅVOMZ��)�XQO�\IQT��
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0M�[WUM\QUM[�_PQXXML�XMZ[WVI��,WV¼\�aW]�_IV\�T]VKPMWV'�)�
parting-cup was drunk to speed him to his post. He chatters 
_Q\PW]\�[\WXXQVO��1�VM^MZ�_MIZ�IVa�ÆQU[a�KTW\PM[��<PM�IX-
pendix is separately bound. Please write on a separate piece of  
X�¼QXMZ��)�ÅaQV'�KWT]UV��)V�IQL�\W�\PM�UMUWZa�JMV\�WV�XI\KP-
ing tip. fruit as a slight token of  joy at your complete recovery. 
The betel-nut. iro, n. The interior of  the abdomen is in-. 
ÆIUML�IVL�Q\�JTMML[��XQVa�I�T]\M��UMM\�^QWTMVKM�\^Q\P�^QWTMVKM��
*WLQM[�IT_Ia[�M`XIVL�_PMV�[]J�N��RMK\ML�\W�PMI\��\PM�KWMNÅ-
KQMV\�WN �M`R`U[QW\Q��[\WZU�QZVZVQVO��,W�VW\�WJ[\Z]K\�IVW\PMZ¼[�
trade. Joss-sticks are always burning provinces arose suddenly. 
The ink has not yet dried. nestly engaged in evangelisation, A 
bell with a wooden tongue. A social gathering to speed medi-
ocrity: an or- dinary man. I chase the dog of  worldly passions, 
stag of  tuirfoct knowledge, but he will not come. The back of  
the neck. A potted plant. That fellow is rather dull-vsritted. 
He sits there in a brown study. The grey mullet. A rice cake 
covered with a button has come off. Please let me see some 
studs. btitton-hole. “1 divided into three departments, namely, 
the legislative, executive, and judicial.” The dog came home 
safely. As I am very awkward. He was raised to the peerage for 
he lives beyond his means. A circle. a doctor of  lit era f  tire. 
Agrammar. On that day a marcli-past too place in front of  the 
colours. spirit is weak. Let us now stroll out. to speak irti- so-
lentlt use insulting language. the horned orange. He knocked 
his head against a l-fe. stone and fainted away. A white robe. 
no, a. White-robed. fo hear patiently the jiains of  sich-ness. 
<PMa�IZM�ITT�_WUMV�_PW�OW�\W�ÅZM�`¼�Q���\MI��<PM�IXXZMV\QKM�
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embezzled. Men are to wear frock-coats. Rice boiled in tea. 
Tea-incrustations. Blood spurts out. to sip sake frequeivthf, 
shaking off  the blood. It is slow and makes no progress. a 
miikshop. A geographical society. go by train or by electric car. 
\MIZ�WNN �WVM¼[�MIZ[��V]\SM�I�NZQMVLTa�KWUR\IK\#�MVOIOM�WVM[MTR�Q\W�
tear off  a sleeve. The arm of  the law slackened, rioters arose 
in various places. local self- gov eitv- merit mental and moral 
training are like 1 am told that I was pretty plump. You can 
see the minutest things. with this glass. He has the habit of  
KWV\ZIK\QVR�PQ[�JZW_��NLW_V�^Q��NZQbbTML�QÅQZ�[\ZIQOP\MVKZ��\JTQVL�
love. The monkey is an animal closely near-sightedness. I have 
lost heart.
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tht effectiveness of  powder. tin protuberance cnusedhg the 
JQKMX[�ÆMRQ¼WZ�U][KTM��QK�I�_MI^MZ[¼�JMIU��5Q[LQZMK\QWV�WN �
strength opponent b; sheer strength when he found hi could 
not defeat him in argu ment. friendship. rtimate with you 
coming on. Topography — he fell reeking with blood. The 
pubis. Trees and bamboos have a smart pain here. An electric 
KWVLMV[MZ��<PM�[KQMVKM�WN �NWZ\QÅKI\QWV��<PM�X]Z[]Q\�WN �IV�
object. An isthmus. He was smeared all over with blood and 
rushing about. A bloodshot eye. Tcyes. dust if  hif/hron. Fifty 
years of  age. foi cotton-growing. poisonous bird, spaniel pug. 
Is there not any interestinsr news ? Being drowned, being ad-
dictec to. suru, The chin venom. wages fntid theory. Carving 
IVL�OQTLQVO��TIK��Y]MZ�ÅO]ZM[��Z^Q[Q\WZ��<PI\�Q[�VW_�W]\�WN �LI\M��
The exhibits are badly arranffed. He was seized in a farm-
house where he lay concealed. The sheets of  paper are scat-
\MZML��<PM�ÆW_MZ[�IZM�Æ]\\MZQVO�QV�\PM�IQZ��<PM�MTMK\ZQK�TQOPJ�
dazzles the eyes. I only cr.ught a glimpse of  him. curry favour 
_Q\P�T][\�JQV�I�Z]JPQ[Å�PMIX��<WQTM\�XIXMZ��<QVO�\QVO��ZQVO[�
\PM�VM_[�^MVLMZ¼[�=@��QVS�[XZMIL[�WV�Q\��W_T�MLOM�N]Z��0M�TIa�
stained with blood. I will treat you to some cake. He was dead, 
having been suffo cated by the smoke. Billing and cooing, 
LTQVO��LITTQIVKM��)�\VW][IVL�IOM[��1[V¼\�\PMZM�I�LM\IQTML�UIX�WN �
tin seat oftheivar. The appearance of  a comet. Are they dis-
XWZ\QVO�J]\\MZÆQM[�W�[KI\\MZQVO�XM\IT['�)�KIZJ]VKTM�PI[�OZW_V�
here. to enter in tin, n ccoutit-booh. A funeral address. Give up 
PWTLQVO��<PM�J]\\MZÆa�KWQNN]ZM��)�PMI^a�[QOP��1�_QTT�M`XTIQV�I\�
the risk of  repeti- tion. He enjoys the siwcial favour of  h6han. 
Odd and even num- bers. Cxambling. The Imperial authority 
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is felt i all directions. The clove-tree. A snuff. The major axis. 
He was at the height of  his joy. Intestinal catarrh. put ting 
QV�WVM¼[�WIZ��1\�\]ZV[�[]LLMVTa�IVL�NITT[�[\ZIQOP\�LW_V�\W�\PM�
distance of  three. vainly do you wag your tongue. tfte stricture 
of  the rectum. The wireless telegrap is also used to thinh out 
a permanent plan. The name of  a street. prick on the top of  
PQ[�PMIL��)�\]VQVO�NWZS��<PM�_PWTM�NIUQTa�LMKIaML��)�ÅKSTM�
XWTQKa��.WZ�I�_PQTM�PM�[\WWL�[\QTT�[\]XMÅML��4Q\\TM�Å[PM[�IZM�LIZ\-
ing among the rocks, blare of  the trumputs. to beat time ii-ith 
aliens feet. Towns and villages. Persons keeping dogs. Hestands 
ITWWN �IVL�LWM[�VW\�\Z]KS�\W�\PM�\QUM[��\ZIV[KXQQLMVNIT�XÅNW[W-
plij. crops, rice is stored here. The mice squeal. He died by al-
coholic poisoning. A somersault. work in a Juilf-sitting posture. 
)�[\WVM�WN �UQLLTQVO�[QbM�_QTT�LW��<PM�XWTQKMUIV�OIbMÅ�TWVO�I\�
PQ[�ZM\ZMI\QVO�ÅO]ZM��<PMZM�Q[�VW\PQVO�\W�[PIUM�UM�Å�[XMIS�I�
little more concretely. I went half-way and came back. 
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If  we can lead a middle-class life. The body was reduced to 
a wreathj. O a pack-horse charge, The large intestines. The 
JQ\\MZ�WZIVOM��<PM�J]\\�MVL��WN �I�O]V�����aW]�UIa�PM�[]ZM�WN �
Q\��1�TWI\PM�\PI\�UIV��1�PI\M�JWZZW_QVO�UWVMa��)�ÆI\�KIX��<PM�
garden radish. When a rock is rent with dynamite. Rhubarb. 
Great vogue. hay irith a rash. hen sitting on her eggs. It. gets 
IVOZa��CPWTL�Ua�\WVO]M���1�IU�XTIaML�W]\��1¼TT�OW�PWUM��)�TIZOW�
cotton bag, rending of  the heart. get nioi-c atnl more intercsti-
ug. The shells are exhausted, both sexes promiscuously. A play 
in several acts. chatting pleasantly. A stove. The snapping of  a 
_QZM��1�\WW�IU�I�UIV�IVL�_QTT�VM^MZ�JZMIS�Ua�_WZL��;]XMZÅVM�
paper. untuttttral vices. Wc will make up a party. The slope is 
gentle. smeared tvith blood. My feet feel heavy. The salivary 
OTIVL[��KIVKMTTML�QV�\PM�LWUQKQTM�ZMOQ[\MZ��ÆMM�[\VVM_PMZM�WZ�
othei I certainly do not wear glasses. Taking off  a hat. At that 
factory the wages are pa by the hour. He died of  cholera. He 
suffers from consumption. He died at eighty-eight. The child 
_I[�JZW]OP\�]X�WV�UQTS��)�XZWRMK\QVO�NWZMPMIL�ÅZ��\PZ�PWWS�
frtnn rhirh a pansagr tens. A pierced cocoon. A projecting lat-
tice. Being dead drunk. It is a pretty thinj? a thousand barrels. 
An ulcer has grown in the face. 
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-TMK\ZWUW\Q^M�NWZKM��QVQ\QI\QWV�QV\W�I�[MKZM\�XZWKM[[�CIZ\���8M[\�
is really very infectious. comtnunicate by m cans of  carrier-
pigeons out. It is now the season for mushrooms. Going out 
NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM��X]JTQNM�_WZS[��<PQVO[�KIVVW\�[QU]T\IVMW][Ta�
WK��\\I\¼N��K]Xa�\PM�[IUM�[XIKM��\PM�ZW]VL�WN �M`MZKQ[M��PITT[�
\W�\M[\�\WVM¼[�[SQTT��Q\�M`XTWLML�_Q\P�I�\MZZQÅ�VWQ[M��<PQ[�;TQU-
mer. Somehow I dislocated my arm-bont. Anger overspread 
the whole face. My heart beats very hard. O immi Poison. 
a venom-fang. This colour is too heavy. Killing by poison. 
spitiste-hood. A sack-belt. urterlal blood. o muhe a great tioise. 
The guns are roaring. goggle-eyes. An obtuse angle. drinh-
ing tippling. You are splashed with mud up to. Muddy water. 
\PM�KWVLQ\QWV�WN �\PM�XWTQ\QKIT�Q^WQ¼TL�\OM\PMZ�NZWU�U]\]IT�TW �̂�
concenti-ic circle. cojtjtrr-coltmretl race. taking off  his clogs. 
1\[�KWUQKITQ\a�UISM[�I�UIV�[XTQ\��<PM�IV�QURÆQWV�WN �PQ[�[XQZQ\�
irresipti- wnxiiig and waning of  the moon. Eggs are very 
V]\ZQ\Q^M��\PM�_I\MZ�Q[�LIbbTQVO��*WWS�WN �+PIVOM[��\W�JMVMÅ\�
sturff-nts. extract of  beef. karma-relationship. make a proposal 
of  inarriage. Small birds. to oiufer a jiersoti to cmi/ine himself  
I\�PW\VM��)�TW^M�TM\\MZ��UUP`Q���X]\�WNN��)�JQZL�KI\KPMZ¼[�XWTM��
I�[MTÅ[P�V]UVZZ��\MI�JW_T�\^Q\P�I�JZWSMV�JZQU��)[�1�IU�[]KP�
I�TIba�_ZQQWZ��6W\�M^MV�I�LWO�\]ZV[�\W�TWWS��<PQ[�Å[P�Q[�ZW\\MV��
I�TQOP\�RR]ZXTM��-OO[�UIa�JM�IZ\QÅKQITTa�PI\KPML��-TI[\QK�JWW\[��
His learnine: is profovmd. They are steaming potatoes there. 
looh- displeased. The delicate fragrance is borne. a mashed 
burglar. scnttnce does not bwir such niciininn: Tills water is 
PQOPTa�KPITaJMI\M��\K�QTTI\^�QV�I�Å[P_]N�^QTTIOM��AW]Z�[TMM^M�Q[�
puffed out, have anything in it? What are you in the sulks for? 
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XZWPQJQ\ML��\PM�XW[\]ZM�WN �TaQVO�LW_\Q�ÅZM��=��JMNWZM�UMIT[��
pears to lie concealed. port trade is dull. build a pontoarh-brid-
NRM��NW�N\VZPU¼�JMPQVL�\]\�Q[TVQ]T��)�[MI�ÅOP\��]VIKKQQ[\W\\QML�\W�
TIJW]Z��UIQT�WN �SMMV�ÆQ[KMZV\VMV\��1�IU�I�OWWL�CJIL�[IQTWZ��
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He died in the excess of  his in- dignation. This hot-spring 
JWQT[�W]\�[Q`�\QUM[��7�/WQVO�KWV\ZIZa�\W�WVM¼[�_Q[PM[��8]\�aW]Z�
PIVL�\W�Q\��NWZ�\PM�\ZIQV�[PISM[�\MZZQJTa��1�PI^M�ÅVQ_V�I�VW\M�WN �
promise. He shook out a divining stick that clung to his sleeve. 
tospi-inkle satut over his head. ping, it was uncertain weather. 
and jvist turned tz. round. A bell that rings in the wind. hawk 
IJW]\�OZMMV[��:MÆMK\QWV[�QV�8ZQ[WV�Å[�TQSMTa�\W�[VW_�a�CKI\[�
and dogs. Thire are pk-nty of  copies of  that. He talks of  very 
stale things. Put that box face down instead a bamboo joint. 
peep throwpi a hnot-hole. This ink never corrodes nibs. I will 
N]UQOI\M�_Q\P�[WUM�TMI^M[�KW^\¼Q¼�]X�\PQNN[�WN �M^QT�WLW]Z��]VTM[[�
we nip it in the buii do siameless things. expose the thighs. uni-
versal suffrage with a whiff. I beg to apologise most humbly. O 
A hungry devil. ddcr of  mischievous boys. 1 am in despair as I 
have failed. milk-thrush, the cat-tail. I take no rc-prard of  such 
a fellow. extend a little mon. There are few who are so bigotec. 
\PM�QZZMO]TIZ�ÆQOP\�WN �_QTL�OMMÆQ��OWI�PWTLZZ"�I�OI[�\IQQS��PQ[�
war-fan in his hand. The original decision is qiui-hed. tand 
action an atom. llies with the speaker. It appeared a perfect 
hell of  blood. bowels became a little loose. polish with plate-
XW_LMZ��0M�O\QI[PML�PQ[�\MM\P�_Q\P�UWZ\QÅ���PI[�I�XMK]TQIZ�
stiff  fosil. about him. Let us have a game of  go. We parted 
_Q\PW]\�\�`KTQIVOQVO��[XWQT��I�XMZ[WV��ÆW\P[WNITT�PQVL[��\W�XI[[�
the remainder of  ftnes life it iridoivhood; remain a ividotc until 
death. stout-hearted. An aureole shines round the dhist image. 
0Q[�PIQZ�PI[�JMKWUM�OZQbbTML��Å^M�P]UIV�ZMTI\QWV[��1�PMIZ�I�
rasping noise of  some one. Mixed up. 
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0M�[Y]IVLMZML�TIZOM�[]U[�QV�MbNO��Q�\ZI^IOIV\�XTMI[]ZM[�ÆWKTQ�
of  sheep. a school of  sardines. A war-borse. eighty thousand 
strong. boiled down to a pulp. Tone for things. When he drinks 
PM�IT_Ia[�XM[\MZ[��Y]IZZMT�JM\_MMV�\PM�SQVOÅ[P�IVL�\PM�KTIU�
\]ZV[�\W�\PM�Å[PM��I�?PQ\MPMIL�\WZXMLW��8ZMKQW][�IVL�KWU-
mon stones. Oh. draw it mild! He can manage any wild horse. 
rnilk-ftottles. To push with a jerk. A beef  eating-house. A noise 
of  that sort sets the teetl on edge. Leggings. Rioters increase 
QV�[\ZMVO\P��\PZMM�XIZ\[�\IQT�[VISM��0M�K]\[�I�ÅVM�NXWWZR�ÅO]ZM��
The brain-pan. We suddenly came uiwn each other and bumi-
jcd uur heads together. He ran out barefooted. shame. He is a 
man with a thick mustache. Ho gnashfd his teeth with morti- 
\K��ÅKI\QWV��)�JTWKS�KITWUTIZ��<MIZ�WN\�]_�XIXMZ�XI[\ML�\TQKZM��
PIZLTa�ZMXZM[[�Ua�QUXI\QMVKM��)�JI\\TMLWZM��8IZQIP[�ÆIa�LWO[¼�
skins. He is a strong [weakl-lunged person. The odours do not 
PIZUWVQ[M�QV�\PI\�XQK\]ZM��[\ZWTT�QV�I�XT]U�WZKPIZL�_Q\P�I�Z¼��
OW]ZL�WN �_QVM�I\�WVM¼[�[QLM��KMI[ML�\W�IXXMIZ�WV�IKKW]V\�WN �
the falling off  in its circulation. He is suffering from phthisis. A 
clog-mender. Let us step into that ice-shop. This year the earn-
ings have been no verve in her singing. spirometer. the bowels 
feel easy. less than trw enty per cent. fo expose otters otvn 
shame. fo wipe oxit former disgrace. Parched peas. to form 
R\TIV[�QV�[MKZM\�UQLLTM�WN �\PM�8IKQÅK�7KMIV���INKM�Q[�UILM�
by fermenting rice. bun is suspended. bleached bones on the 
waste. Putting in a box. A blank map. A judge of  horses nul 
strong memory. He fell deeply in love with a woman. A sea-eel. 
He ate his own words. lby bird-uce. otters nose. He aimed and 
ÅZML�I�O�]V��;XTI[PM[�WN �U]L��<PM�JW[[�XWKSM\[�\MV�XMZ�KMV\��
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The horse bounds use of  irony. It in haitnful to cat sucli half-
ripo - fruit. lialf  hoilrd eyg. hiisiiing street. marched upon the 
capital. Half  the face. Such a noodle is of  no mortal use. His 
philosophy is extremely subtle. The sound of  wings. He of  ten 
ÆQM[�QV\W�I�XI[[QWV��
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The bee has a sting for sclf-de-i to threati a needle. A hedge-
PWO��5a�[PW]TLMZ[�PI^M�OZW_V�^MZa�Z\QNN��VW\�I�Å[P�_W]TL�
come into it. a hoard for stretching cashed clothes. quantity 
of  spring-silkworms. How fast that child crawls! The train is 
stiirting, quick, quick. In perfect vacuum all bodies fall. they all 
bantered me. My anticiiations never fail. As an unikleiusant-
TK`QSQVO�1¼MTP_�KIUW�QV����[TQXXML�I_Ia�IVL�_MV\�PWUM��1�
LWV¼\�KIZM�I�PIVO��CI�J]\\WV��\PM�LQM\�NMTT�TQSM�I�JWT\��7�\W�JM�
biassed you. to make queer fnces. An ode in. Backsl iding. As 
Q\�Q[�LaML�QV�\PMJM[\[\aTM��ZW_�I�TQ\\TM�JWI\��TW[[�WN �Å^M�[SW�XMZ�
bag. a column of  d vapour. Kerosene with a high. Turkey-red 
cambric. My beard grows. O spending the whole day. to push 
out the dhow niahing a pillow of  the arm. extraordinary call 
to colours. have all shrivelled. To be run over and killed. Ho 
_I[�I�V�WZ\QÆKL�\P"Q\�PW�\WZM�]X�\PM�TM\\MZ��PI^M�I�KZIUX�QV�\PM�
abdontcn . His trade is to bamboozle country. A rat gets in and 
out of  the hole. to lay gas-jiijpes to the worhsliop. blackboard 
a little. “murder.” Hunger is the ixbt sauce. The chickens have 
\]ZVML��IZUW]Z�WN �ZML�\RQZMILML�XTI\M[��\PM�TMWXIZL��ÆW_MZ��
M`\Q¼VK\�\PM�[Y]IZM�ZWW\�WN �I�VQQVQPMZ¼�[PIZX��TILTM�QKI\MZ�QKQ\T\�
a dipper. o contract the et/ehrotrs frmiti. It is rumoured that 
a ghost lurks. to ponder ivith h-nit brows. He drained it at one 
draught. uttered it or the cuckoo? He is always mimicking: 
others. 
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buffeted by the world. Monopoly, wo surn. lion brethren. 
action tvortlig of  a beast. A one-eyed bogie. He was killed 
I\�I�[\ZWSM��\V]\\WV��\N\M�ÆWQ�NV�WN\TQM�KWV[]T\\Z�PWLa��1�PI^M�
my heart in my boots when. The brown-eared bulbul squat 
croohedly. She sped like an arrow. The cheeks arc hollow. I 
gave a vague answer. As alms. wo sum. O, if  one dog barks a 
falsehood. cancel a jroniise. Bringing? up. forensic medicine. A 
\MI�LZQMZ��NMZZM\�W]\��ZTQQMN �O]VVMZ��)�JZWWU��T�NWZ�ÅTT�QV�O�^IKIV-
cies. spices of  the Tokyo bankers. With his halberd pointed 
the other way, ho went over to tlie entiiiy. howl. he is groping 
QV�\PM�LIZS��TWaIT�IVL�R`¼\¼QW\¼K�[WTLQMZ��0M�PI[�I�UWTM�WV�PQ[�
face. This is an adaptation of  “Hamlet”. Raw-boned. A bone 
PI[�[\]KS�QV�Ua�\PZWI\��QQQ\ZV\QWV�DIQQV��IZKWQVXTT[P�WVM¼[�OZMI\�
WPRMM\��1\�J]ZVML�_Q\P�I�JZQXZP\�ÆIUM��I�LMLQKI\ML�\IJTM\��L\-
dicated touels. cottige. what-white magnolia. The special char-
acter. The original. The true character. At last he disclosed his 
villainou! i about ill till directions. roncnm. He is rt-sppctied 
nn tho principal. The phcsnix. trumpet-shell. is but a boast, it 
is not to be relied upon, fan exaprs-eration. The interior is a 
KI^M��I�LMJI]KPMM��<PM�[XQVIKP��PMIL�IVL�MIZ[�QV��TW^M��_Q\P���
XMZ[WV¼[�[RaQZ�Q\��)�[Y]IZM��1\[�IZMI�Q[�\_MV\a�\PW][IVL�[YQ��OIT-
TWXQV��,ZWXXQVO�\MIZ[��NRMVM^VT�[KPMVQW��PMI\�QV�ITT�LQZMK\QWV[��
longs to havaa dog. 
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0M�[P]NÆML�IVL�ZMN][ML�\W�\MTT�X\PM�\Z]\P��7��\PM�OTWQ^�COT]V-
UMZ�WN �I�ÅZMÆa��5a�MIZ�J]ZV[�C\QVOTM[��*TWWL�[XTI[PML�IJW]\�QV�
drops. eleetric car. Whooping cough. leopard stumbled against 
a stone. fe cake as a slight token of  my gooc wishes. ffastric 
juice. 1 will put it to the hazard. distributed at the rats of  three 
a head. ft jifti-f  of  chojysticks chestnuts in burs. Ci-ookcdness. 
<]V[XMISIJTM��0M�_I[�UQV]\MTa�QV[\Z]K\ML��0M�ÅLOM\ML�I[�QN �
PM�PIL�[WUM\PQVN �LQNÅK]T\�\W�[XMIS�IJW]\��aW]Z�_WZL[�UIa�
sound hax-sh. baby is playing with a 5S. knife. strut about 
Q^Q\P�[PW]TLMZ[�I�Å[P�XZM[MZ^M��TQTKM�V\TVLML��7�8W_MZ��NWPZZIS�
another s jotvrr. A small particle. bear malice against a jxrson. 
They are piled thick one over an- other, it is disgusting even 
\W�PMIZ�WN �Q\��N\��QVO�I\�\PM�JW\\WU��Å^M�I�R]\[\PQ]VWI[�RQI\VM��
sound of  an ideograph. foity winks. A negative picture. A man 
should not vacillate. A seal-impression. He has a running look. 
The throat. It sounds rhythmical. O Eating: and drinking. 
\W�PM�JQ\\MV�Ja�V�ÆWO��I�LWO�PQTTMZ��UMP�VKPWTa��1�PI^M�I�KWZV�
which hurts me. She has false hair. tf.tohe fowl of  amours. 
[PQZÆ]O[��;PMMX¼[�MaM[��JMQVO�ZWI[\ML�WV�I�JISQVO�XIV��PZI^M�
LMI\P�QV�JINÆM��VIZZI\M�VQQ]]\MTa�CQV�LM\IQT��<PM�[XZQVO�TWJ[\MZ��
follow informal 2trocedure. The sea-anemono. comjilete set 
of  kitchen ictensils. Ithinklwillliveanddieabachelor. Everything 
went wrong to my oaf  t-jj-jfe. chagrin. What a sad statu it is in! 
KWWS�_Q\P�WQT��OZQM^M�WQQM[�UW\PMZ��[]KP�I�\ZQÆM��<PM�XIQV�PI[�
TMN\�UM��]VMVL]ZIJTM�PZIZ\�VKPM��1�IU�Y]¼\M�I[PIUML�I[�1�NITT�
short. in everything-. frotti the hujltist to the loivpst. It is kept 
by every druggist. to cut rust otws life to another. did all that 
ÅTQIT�XQM\a�KW]TL�LW��\PM�MaM�\WW\�\^I[\M[QTS��0��Q���[ZKWVL�KW][-
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in. He is a man to dislike. snake-gourd. 1 do not quite recollect 
_PMV�Q\�_I[��3M�UIa�KWUM�I\�IVa�\QUM��1\�IT_IR¼[�\I[\M[�VQKM��
Many interesting anecdotes are. told about him. He took an-
W\PMZ¼[�\V]VMa�Ja�NZI]L��?NVV�Q\K�I�VVQ^ZN�[Q\Q��[\]NN �Z]\��<PMa�
have generally small bodies. He just dropped a tear. A speck of  
KZQU[WV�QV�\PM�]VQ^MZ[IT��+WVKMV\ZI\QWV�WN �MVMZOa��ÅZ[\�KTV[[�
cfuiscr. even a rock may be pierced. The sardine. The black-
KPQVVML�UIZ\QV��7P��LMIZ��LMIZ��<QV��)�OZWO�[PWX��,WV¼\�JM�N �
o cruel. nose and ears. Leach of  them. I too was very roujrh 
when. Self-g-overnment. The ear-lobe. party tvhich arlvoctttes 
snlnnission. tomatic telephione. A picture painted and eulo-
OQ[ML�JR¼�WVM[MTN��5M\IT�]VLMZVMI\P��NM`�XW[\��NIK\W�KWV[MV\��
been hoist on his own pet-ard. ice-minister. A luncheon-case. 
Immediate vassalage. Lidentif  y. 
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The ey6s and ears. The kidneys. Men and horses. Men and 
beasts, [men or beasts. sweet- smelling baytree. o eontend fa 
irjy. together as the teeth of  a comb. the blockhead of  an heir. 
fo emjiloy men of  nhllity. The human bcxly is the hotbed. arti-
ÅKQIT�UIV]ZM��[W]VL�WN �I�_WZL��)�UIOVM\QK�VMMLTM��WN �LWUM[-
\QK�MKWVWUa��?WZL[�IVL�TWWS[��\MV�ÅVOMZ[��VW�UQ[\ISM�IJW]\�Q\��
XZMNMZ�[]J[\IV\QIT�QÅ\��\PQVO[��NV��8W[Q\Q^Q[U��1�IU�LM\MZUQVML�
not to shrink. The form of  a character. The next number was 
VQVM\a�\_WQ��<PQ[�IZ\QÅKQIT�ÆW_MZ�Q[�[W�_MTT�UILM��)�JITT�
KIZ\ZQLOM��IK\QQVTTa�XZWÅ\IJTM��LMVW\QVO�I�UI\MZQIT�WJRMK\��/WL�
does not exist in substance. nourislting food. The sentiment 
of  pity sometimes. My room has four and half  mats. 1 have a 
healthy constitution. knowledge of  needlework. A tape- worm. 
laaffhs [fumes in his cups. Remote antiquity. oeuch open a loci: 
<PM�K]Z\IQV�WXMV[�WV�\PM�ÅZ[\�IK\��?PMV�\PM�[XMMKP�MVLML��
I�P`QJJ��0Q[�XI�W[QWV�Q[�W^MZÆW_QVO��\PM�N]\QV\�WN �LQ[MUN]QZS��
ation. The upper stream. O Womanhood. the gentle [fail sex. 
dearer than the ordinaw. A permanent wrestling-hall. A god-
LM[	�[\IXTM�NWWL��I�UIV�QV�QZWVQIV¼[�ZTZM[[�COIZJ��UMUWZQITQ[M�
the Throne. America the custom of  putt. common logarithms. 
]VLMZ�\PM�PQÆQ\MVKK�WN]LVM��[UITT�IZU[��)�VM[\�WN �JW`M[��)�
cattle-disease. heax-y artillery regiment. A serious illness. U. ed 
[Q`�ÅO]ZM[��<PM�L]WLMV]U��9]I[Q�KWUXM\MVKM��5M\IXPa[QK[��
<PM�ZMTQMN �WN �[WTLQMZ[��KWV\RQ¼\QQa�KWTVVQV��)VQUIT�KPIZKWIT��VW\�
sciences, but arts. Crude petroleum. A mosquito bites. The 
horseshoe-crab. A beetle. Ir, gage. The French army, puffed 
up. Flowers and birds. Excess. A melon-patch. The mouth is 
\PM�MV\ZIVKM�NWZ�M^QT[��1\�Q[�I\�\PM�`�I\M�WN �\_MV\a�Å^M�[MV�XMZ�
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dozen. The maple-tree. draw otf  the tvater of  a jtond. He was 
_ZIXQ�ML�QV�ÆIUM[�IVL�Z]\���<W�JM�SQTT��ML�Ja�I�XMZ[WV�_PWU�
WVM�\ZQM[�\W�SQTT��)�NZWO�KZWIS[�CR]UX[���NWWL�\^Q\P�M^QT�¸���1�IU�
LMMXTa�UWZ\QÅML��
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This is a now chemical discovery. The torchlight gleams in 
the dark- ness. A catamite. There is a limit to liuman life. ho, 
ZN �[\WZU�Q]�I�\MI�K]X��)V�PMQZTWWU��)UWVO�\PM�[PMTT�Å[P�\PM�
oysters coast defence. A mosquito-f  umigator. real character 
of  the ghost. fancy-goods shop. ferennn. y of  ojn-ning any 
husin-t-ss. The extraction of  the square. Itchy. o setid a circu-
lav letter. Opening the mouth. A crust. socialist proposes to 
debtroy the social class system. The sea was dead calm. A v/
ritten seal-mark. merry tea-iiorty. corrujit public morals. The 
Panama canal will. ife. The itch. It may be coa&trued in three 
ways. io corner wheat. write iti the square style. The specie 
QV�KQZK]TI\QWV��=��JMKIUM�UIZSML��\PM�ITO��WNÅKQVIT�[Y]QTT�\PM�
sea-onion. Forwarding. cottimiitatioii ticket. comprehension 
WN �JWa[��7VTa�Å^M�XMZ[WV[�I[[MUJTML��)J[KWV[QWV�_Q\P��0M�Q[�
engaged in developing th oo. sulnnarine telegram. rotate. fper 
minute. It makes two hundred revolutions. Opening a shop. 
)�[PIZX�JTILM��1\�Q[�TQSM�K]\\QVO�I�\IVOTM��7XMVQVO�NWZ�\ZINÅK��
little grebe. it comes to this, tlie long and the short of  it is that. 
To buy over. Marine transportation. marine trains port tit ion. 
JQ\\MZ�NWZ\]VM��1\�Q[�I�VIUM�_PQKP�PI[�VM^MZ�JMMV��N �W�ZMU¼O�
anise society. act as second at n duel. That is a rock which is 
not marke. wotom. helm aport. Fifty houses were burnt down. 
OZW]VL�J]ZV\��LWIV��ÅZM�\PQMN��NIUQTa�INN#QQZ[��;PM�PI[�KWUXTM\-
ML�\PM�KW]Z[M�QV�@��LWUM[\QK�MKWVWUa��\PQTT[��)�[QVOQVO�NZWO��
<PM�[_WZL�Å[P��)�XWM\��<PM�ZI\[�PI^M�OVI_ML�\PM�MLOM�WNN��\W�
hang mt ones parents. for some days. 
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)�NZ]Q\��)�V]\��)�JMZZa��)�[UQ\Pa��WI\P�KWUXW[ML�WN �ÅN\MMV�
articles. petticoat government. an armful offa/gots. To get 
�L][\a���SQ\M�_I[�KI]OP\�WV�\PQ[�MTMK\ZQK�_QZM��<PMZM�Q[�VW�KTW]L�
to disturb myj. That matter keeps mc uneasy. Fish are caught 
in a net. Its colour will fade if  it is caught, because water has 
splashed on it. A bridge will soon be built there. A railway will 
be laid here shortly. They were going to break it up. It is an 
article yvhich required a great deal of  work. A lamp hangs 
above the desk. A bridge hangs over the river. My life hangs 
upon your decision. 
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To affect. Ids. a serious affair ivhich may emlanger ones life. 
wo sum. We played cards for love. I will stake my head. I hurt 
my foot with a fragment, I bought the book on tick. A hang-
ing lamp. We marched at double-quick to multiply. A coverlet. 
hoop of  a bucket. fat a distance. he English in commercial 
deal. domestic hooli-heeintiy. The dom.estic fowl. A outran B 
by six. The weight is short. Ready money and one price. Let us 
go at a run. sprinkle on. I hung it on the peg. oil : throw ashes. 
hang curtains at a tvindow. tvear spectacles. sjtread a cloth 
WV�I�\IJTM���VQ\�I�^MQT�W^MZ�\PM�NIKM��[M\�ÅZM�\W��<PM�\MI�K]X�Q[�
broken. The sword-blade is nicked. The eagle so ars f  n the 
heavens. A bill-collector. They urged tkeir horses and cloaed 
tp. upon each other. astringent juice oftltejyersinnnon. fried 
WQ�[NMZWQN[\MZ�[PMTT[����JMTQM^M�Q\�_QTT�\ISM�I�UWV\P�\W�ÅVQJP�\PM�
a]QV\QVRN �WN �\PQ[�XQK\]ZM��\WOM\PMZ�\PM�NITTM\\�TMI^M[��WVM�XZWÅ\�
making day blinded with tears. This is his defect. 
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esting portions only. beating eggs well. He is wanting in anima-
tion. O Shape that foreign suit is ill-ahaped. lay the blttnie 
on another. off  the head of  a sleejniig man. Street-tumblers 
_Q\P�TQWV[¼�UI[S[��<PM�KQZK]U[\IVKM[�JMQVO�[W�IVL�[W��<PMZM�
are many sunken rocks about. a side-pocket. A love-child. An 
outstretched neck. be on the tiptoe, of  earpectatitm, in- on the 
\MV\Q�^�T\WWP[��;Ia�_PMZM�aW]�PQL�Q\��TI[\�[M[[QWV�WN �\PM�,QM\��
TW^^�KTI[[�TIJW]ZMZ��JZQQ[PQ^WWL�\^Q\P�I�[QKPTM��NZWU�\PM�XMWXTM¼[�
kitchens. The coccyx. comb the hair-oil. The do had a severe 
ÅP\��]�ZINN�UIQ\��)�LWO�JQ\�Ua�NWW\��*IVLa�TMOOML��<PM�[MI�O�
ull. Possibly he may recover. small-winged scaly-mullet. This 
XIV�OQ^M[�IV�QZWV�ÆI^W]Z��<PQ[�Q[�I�XI[[IJTM�XQK\]ZM��\^MIZ�I�
coat tvith the name of  an enniloyer. The cranberry-tree. dye 
the teeth. You have strange notions. You must not do tliinps 
thought. facilities for irrigation are great. Cjtiiiese scholitr. 
tvelcotne arch. deceive ivith honied words. Chrysanthemum-
viewing. illicit seociiol intercourse. The feeling runshigh. sense-
organs. He was involved in a bribery case. cold pierces the 
skin. arouse 2mhlic opinion. O Advice. longed moro than ever 
to serve hia country. Its fruit is sweet cherry-pnrty. A dry-plate. 
drink a toast. It tastes sweet like noctar. She caught it while she 
was nurs- ftf. ing him. fners. Concentration of  looks. sugar-
KIVM��KWTL�KWTW]Z��,Za�IQZ�Q[�OWWL�NWZ�PMIT\P��)�NZQOQL�bWVM��W�
unbosom oneself. An inter jection. Cod-liver oil. \ smell a rat. 
ants became virtuous. hide oiies face. A complete set of  men. 
depressed. Even a speck of  pepper is hot. pulling the wires. 
KZW_�[PW_[�Q\[�ÅTQIT�XQM\a�Ja�NMMLQVO�Q\[�XIZMV\��M`K]Z[QW\Q�NWZ�
imishvoom-gathering. Potassium. the crif  of  a xvild goose. 
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A hunting-dress. o gnaw. The Chinese quince. Ah acrobat. 
umbrella-ribs. The groods-waggcn was dama?ed. hire. 2 obey 
_Q\P�RWa��7�Å�\�KZIJ��LQQKML�\W�M`\ZKQQQM�XW^MZ\a��LW�I�\PQQ]R�Ja�
stealth. The wood-sorrel. One shoulder. A o range in two rows. 
\PM�KZIQ�Å[P��5a�JIKS�Q\KPM[��1�LW�VW\�NMMT�Q\�I\�ITT��<PM�LP�
ection of  the wind. Herring roe. His home is in prreat disorder. 
liolice-detective. beak of  a fowl. your legral seal full of  animal 
[XQZQ\[��KWZ\[IVOVQVMWI[�\VIZZQIOM��ÅTT�_Q\P�[UWSW��)�V]UMZIT�
in counting houses. Tshampooer of  the highest grade. 2nihlic 
�QZWKVZV\WZ�OM¼VMZIT��[\ZMM\[�IZM�J][a�_Q\P�XMWXTM��P][\TQVRR�
and vehicles running against one another. truckle to men of  
QVRT]K\QKZ��3Q[�XPa[QWO¼VWUa��0M�LWM[�LIVOMZW][�\PQVO[��+Za[\IT�
crystallises in hexagons. The buttocks. Capital is lacking. What 
was the end of  it all? The blood-heat. determined manner. 
TW^M�Y]IZZMT��Å[PQVO�NWZ�[I][IOM[��\ZWWLa�PQTT��[\MIU�OI]OM��
a very large scale. Feccentric person. Inch-y event. Llucky. 
Strange relation. That rumour died out of  itself. oil the jtoint 
WN �LT[IXXMIZQ\QO¼�PZNRQV�\W�UMT\��)�XIZM�[]Q\�WN �KTW\PM[��UVT\M�I�
mark. The feeling when dressed. 
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aw induatrial loan ten thousand horse. the silk con litionin.g 
house. rioters have all srubmitted. be in danger. sick of  it. 
UISM�I�PWUM_IZL�^WR¼IOM��)V�[MZQIT�ZWW\��QU\VQVMV\�LI\]RMZ��
:QKM�NWZ�\QUM�JIZOIQV[��UMUJMZ[�WN �\PM�,QM\��aWTS��WN �IV�MOO���
*MIV�ÆW]Z��ZM[K]M�NZWV\�LIVOMZ��NNWTL�ZQU\VML�[XMK\IKTM[��0MIZ	�
hear! Mushroom-poison. no-stnohing comjxtrtment. Ug- 
NIKM��OWTL�IVL�[QT^MZ�JQUM\ITTQ[U��OWTL�Å[P�^MVLMZ��1�TWWS�\W�
him as my only capital. rejoice exceedinrjly. A dried sea-slug. 
*WVM[�IVL�[QVM_[��0M�Q[�I�aW]VO�UIV�WN �ÅVM�XPa[QY]M��<PM�
_MQOP\��QV�KI\\QM[���,ZQVSQVO�ÆINZK�Q[�I�\PQVNN �XZWPQJQ\ML��<PM�
gilt has come off  the ginger. Very close friend ship. rinterdict. 
Hereditary pension elose-tii/ie for shooting. The power of  
mone5. Modern times. Hfsiian of  monrf. The common [pot 
UIZQOWTL��0WUM�KWVÅVMUMV\��KWQ\R]OLT�P]Z\VWVa��\MM\W\ITQ[U��
)�KIXQ\ITQ[\��)�KWUXW[Q\QWV�QV�ZMKMV\�[\aTM��\PM�JITT[������PIQZ�
sieve want of  nerve. Absent-mindedness. repress the passions. 
tightness of  tnaitey. Bchool fur tliiity yearsi runni. Garlic and 
wine prohibited within. No smoking during busintss hours. 
UW\PMZ�_I[�[WZMTa�LMRMK\ML��5VMUWVQK[��OQ^M�I�ÆV\�ZMN][IT��PM�
dressed gnudily. Lexaggeration. The sun glares. cltip. The rone 
has gone to pieces. innocent iuterconrse. tube jairly beaten. 
edged tools. Their relations are too close ever the telephoto. a 
UQbbTM�VQWZVQVY�UQ[\��.QOP\QVO�_Q\P�[_WZL[��,ZQML�[\ZQX[�WN �\PM�
OIZLMV�ZILQ[P��)�XMZXMVLQK]TIZ�JIVS��KPWX�^MZO�Æ\_��4WN �I�
wound. Fish cut in slices. They both clashed swords with every 
art in their knowledge. Unbleached wax. A kilogramme. heep-
er of  records. across a jwocrssion the stftrtinff-jyoint of  rech-
oning. abolition of  the monopoly. Parasitism. The register of  
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\PM�LMIL��QV�WVM¼[�UWV\P��;PWW\QVO�I�JW_�WV�PWZ[MJIKS��<PM�
XIZ\a¼[�I\\Q\]LM�Q[�VW\�XTIQV��UW^M�_Q\P�I�KZMISQVO�IQZ�KPIUJMZ��
V]\TQK�VQM\KWZWTWO�QKIT�WJ[ZZZ\Z\TWV[��Q�OM\�]X�I\�[Q`�W¼KTWKS��
,QT]\M�VQ\ZQK�IKQL��PMIZMZ�WN �ZMOTVQM\Q\IT�KWTW]Z[��NW]VLI\QWV�WN �
PQ��MV\MZXZQ[M�PI[�I\�TI[\�JMKWUM�ÅZU��8]ZM�J]KS_PMI\��
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breaifchingr became laboured. The point of  a sward. This is 
unadulterated wine. object without fail, fpectations. Tty falls. 
Y]MMQR�XMK]TQIZ��0M�_MIZ[�[WQTML�KTW\PM[��ÅT\Pa�PW][M��ÅN\P�
instant. I commenced smoking last year. fox changed itself  ir.to 
I�OQZT��INÅ`�I�[\I\]�X��KMZ\IQVTa�ZIQV�\K�UWZZW_��<PM�K]K]UJMZ��
He came to himself  at the critical moment. Here am I at the 
end of  my tether. o sttidythe most abstruse pinnciples of  sci-
MVKM��)�[QUXTM�NZIK\QWV��LM`\MQR�W][��\PM�_I\MZ�Q[�KTMIZ��\PM�Å[P�
ahsolve frmn sin. Having designs upon. cut tobncco. gradually 
begun to sprout. With a sigh. The Hou5-e of  Peers. ojiening 
of  a wound. She gazed with anxious looks at fz. his departing 
form. throw up. ettcnmbered by the fetters of  love and dttti. 
With a stoi heart. a lakelet. o, tortoise-shell. merino-factory. 
The red plum. gradient jost. There is a sweet smell. 3 hang 
LWQQVQ�\PM�PMIL��]VMWZXMK\ZÆ�NNWWQT�NWZ\]VM��RVIZT�WN �I�\ZMM�¸�I�
PQTT�RWR��7�XT]U�JTW[��[WU��\ÆI\PMIL��[TW_�Q[�QVNMZQWZ�\W�\PM�
unakiiful but quick. O The The climax tthe headmaster the 
XZQVKQXIT�<PM�LQZMK\WZ�\PM�[KPWWTUI[\MZ�NÅN �LQZMK\WZ�WN �V�PQOP�
school the jirincipal of  a middle school. The sphenoid boneS-
turdines? o show ones Im/alty single-handed. The mouth is 
sore inside. grove in shimmer. archaic 2attern. He died on the 
gibbet. 
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To echo. o ten fo discourse. A star shell A handsome man A 
ÅVM�NMTTW_��_Q\P�Y]QJJTM[��1V\MV[Q\a�WN �TQOP\��=�Q[�IK\�QWV�Q[�I�
just one. I take in three newspapers. pet a child o treat lihe a 
child. nightsoil bucket. Rouge and powder, ispeaking. Buying 
in small quantities. I reared this dog from a puppy. handsotne 
ZW[a�NIKML�PWQ��UIa�JMM\TM��[]J]ZJIV�ÅMTL��;UMTTQVO�WN �[WUM-
thing b ing burnt. cheque-hook. pull an oar scull. march in the 
snoiv., a love-song. That is what 1 crave most of  all. The wcrk 
arc not progressing. I bez to thank you heartily. What gave the 
Eurotieans the yel. metallic currency. voyag-e to America. an 
ojpw letter. He argxied with passio. the fruit of  hard labour, By 
heavy taxation. sublime. harbour loft if  ideas. more than cattle. 
establish u national. rock in a doze. o such and such reasons. 
Our hearts differ as do our fapes. machine mend. Ting on my 
part. He became insane from ang-er at ufe. A thought gasu. 
snug cosy no warui. stout heart. All the cereals are ripe. hlarlx-
TV\N\�ZL�Z]PJKZ��W�LQM�ÅOP\QVO�QV�I�I\QWVIT�\ZW]JTM���VQPTQ[Å�VI-
tional irorls. puhlication of  ntttional trorks. Thigher than ever. 
JZQ[S�UIZSM\�X\QJTQK�MV\MZXZQ[M��SVIKS�Q[�^MZa�LQNÅK]T\��;eQV�I�
tojt. Jointless clog.s. An image of  a Korean dog. fancif-f/oods. 
Y]Q\M�I�TWW[M�Å[P��ZQKM�`^MM^QT��[RRKK]TI\QWV�QV�ZQKM��KPVR\[\QKP[�
with a tonthpicli iiishlr. 7uess. cramp in the calf. The other day. 
Future trouble. not be fully dijrested. Kindly feehng. The heat 
of  the tropic is about this. 
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I see a farm-house among the trees. Sxianday. Tne seals are all 
occupied as you see. 6notoris. 1 have nothin- 1 regret in this. A 
sugar-plum. It is radically wrong. The wires have got entangled 
anc the telephone does not work. fall into a comatose strife. A 
KMTM[\QIT�OTWJM��ÆWI\QVO�WQT��WN �_PQKP�\PM�KTMIZ�XWZ\QWV�I[KMVLML�
and formed. Mixed bathing. burst out crying. It has ever been 
rare for a man to reach his eeventieth year. n-hole henrt in the 
_NZZS����UQN\�WVM[MTN �\^Q\P�QKM�`^I\MZ��9]Q\M�KWIO]TI\ML�;]OIZ�
candy. ed the vessel on a sunken rock. o shrug liter an ox. so-
KQIT�MIZXMV[M[��¸�;M[IUM��<PI\�Y]M[\QWV�_I[�I�ÆWWZMZ��UW]ZV�
for the dead at ctt old battlr-. Sexual connection fuss about 
\ZQÆM[��ML�[\WKS�[\QTT��\ZILM[UMV�\ISM�I�ÅZU�[\IVL��)�8ZQVKM�
WN �\PM�*TWWL��MV\Za�QV\W�\J�JZQLMOZWWU¼[�PWUM��_PQ\M�TQ^MZML�
soldier. neap-tide. wadded silk garment to tickle under the 
arm. tetnjxtrishig measure the bony frame. 2reniises get into 
the jreniises over a wall. earnest.iess. scent-atomiser snapped 
with rubbing. o a small bundle retort. so4id body substitutio 
sum. We watch by turns curling-tongs. A posteriori steelclad 
warship. an affair. tennis-court coat. awkward when we greet. 
0M�NIQTML�QV�M^MZR�\PQVO��I[�\PM��aZW^MZJ�[Ia[��R�UI`QU��ÆaQVO�
machines are commercially successful. She was thickly painted 
bric-a-brac. tough meat. imitdte a voice. a brohen-dou-n 
PW][M��)[�PM�ÅVOMZML�Q\�\WW�U]KP��\PM�UIKPQVM�_I[�[UI[PML��
XIZI[WT�ÅZ��\P�Z�\\\ZVZ\VZZ�WN �\PM�PQQVQ\QV�PQ`TO��0M�NMTT�KT]\KPQVO�
at the air, A lock-hospital. u craued neck. He is over head and 
cars in love. A dead letter. trash oiies tuouth. She has really a 
sweet mouth. insect-powder, stem of  a pipe. o give a purga-
tive. with otters own tand. travag-ant living. A doff  bit my leg. 
U not the bone broken? of  insect pests noxious insects, Blind 
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stitch. Hand Subject. We advanced gropins in the dark. next 
half-year is 300. He is simburnt He has a vicious heart. I think 
there is some wire-puller. behind all this. 
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The iris and pupil of  the eye It is slightly tinged with black. 
Anything reduced to a cinder. I came on foot by e!ectric-car, 
on horseback. The ankle-bone crookedness. no thoronyhfarr 
for rthiclex. Tie it round with a rope and put it by that fellow 
suffering. What are j-ou worrying about alt by yoxirself  ? I 
am overcome with ennui. grassy jdaln, a, meadotv drive in a 
wedge. savouring cf. There is a bad smell. a stinh-iug object. 
The strawberry. Sneeze. a coat of  mail. This egg is rotte, 
<PM�V[P�[WWV�LMKIa�QV�[]UUMZ���,WV¼\�MI\�[]KP�I�[\ITM�Å[P���
W�ZMNWZU�WVM¼[�QIJQ\��TQOP\�ÅVO��MZML��\PM�UIVVMZ�WN �[TMMRVVO��
In low spirits He has crumpled the book. persinitnons dried 
WV�[SM_MZ[�T][PQV��\I`�WVM¼[�QVOMV]Q\a�\WWS�OZMI\�\ZW]JTM�W^MZ�
this. applicatio! truckle to oues superior for a mere jjittance 
rf  a stipend. that, come out a little. gigrgle, titter, this coour is 
a little dull. I was relieved, weariness lijfe. stole suddenly over 
me. scratch an itching foot over the tic shoes. thoat reserve. 
ftttach a sickle to the end of  a jole. Tobite. I was severely bitten 
Ja�ÆMI[��JZWSMV�UMI\��JMOQV�PWMQVO�\PM�U]TJMZZa�\ZMM��[QTS\-
vomis on nuilhevrg-leaves. He was added to the list of  pro-j to 
_PQX�I�PWZ[M��<PM�KI\�PWTL[�I�Å[P�QV�PQ[�UW]\P��0M�TWWS[�WV�
JQ\QVO�PQ[�ÅVOMZ��\^I[\M�RQNVMZ�JI[SM\��<PM�\]UWWQZ�PI[�]TKMZ-
ated. Leggings. 2f  ss inger vessel ship, visitor fro7n a fnr-off  
land. Turning away guests. mitted crimes, sham sickness. b 
terror-stricke. My Wood-shavings. threiteninj language. A falsa 
report. teat-hook. grave-clothes. this affair to blackmail ladies. 
rabid dog. byo ear yduraelvcs with modesty and j6ken. rosult 
of  the panic. 
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Foreigners generally are fond curve of  beaut. Sueh a bad year 
Q[�ZIZM�QV�\PMI�aP`�\QUM[��\MUXM[\]W][�QZI[��\W�UISM�I]�Me
QWZUW][�XZWÅ\��:][[WXPWJQI��)�NIT[M�[TQW_�WN ���R][\�KWV[QLMZ�
it calmly and impaitially. science class-room fa parlour. the 
burden of  proof  tacked the trusts. You layme under heavy 
obligatio. 2resent for his 3rajestys inspection. World-shaking 
such extravagant demands. presed bird. An inappreciable, 
irtnitesimal portion, yrhan, A rapid steep slope. Old friend-
ship. crescent-slmjted. no, a. Express. sjihcrical mirror. an old 
custom the lunai calendar. The cucumber. Investigation of  
natural principles. study of  the human hody. relief  futia. That 
is an obsolete way of  uoinqr it. A cornered rat, a rat at bay. 
The trampled worm. small teapot. A forced translatio. gent 
business paint perfectly black. watch for an opportunit.  ivear a 
hat over ones ei/es. He is long in coming. Has there not been 
an accident oil the way? Nux-vomica [vomitting nut]. That is 
rather better. He persisted to the end in the tr1z. ambiguousj. 
It is veritable diamond uniloubtedly his handwr. without scien-
\QÅK�SVW_TMLOM��1�XZW^QLM�UMIT[�NWZ�\_MV\a�XMZ[WVI�M^MZaLIa��
I leave everything in your hands. I have again lost th game. 
The musk-melo. As one please. o leave a thing as it is. the bean 
Miniature. The virhole audience listened silence. people usu-
ally end in failure. All the electric cars are full. cherry -trees are 
in full blxir. The round full moon has come out. His whole face 
beams. Chronic, rare in recent times. reading bears but little 
NZ]Q\��;\IZS�VISMLVM[[��<PM�LWO�[TMMX[�K]ZTML�]X��ÅVOMZ��[XMIS-
ing seen directly below. A fork tri/fu-radish. She keeps the 
wolf  from the door by pasting match-boxes. We are waiting 
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with craned necks. edible little-curtai ffatsnge. The eyekuhcs. 
o rxectite an order. Lock for it around the table. he prrpleored 
in nuthing a selection. 2encil the eyebrotvs. Sand is mingled 
with this ric. dropped out through the meshesj This cloth is of  
ÅVM�\M`\]ZM��<PM�\MM\P�WN �\PM�[I_�IZM�_WZV�W]\��<PQ[�\ZMM�Q[�
ÅVM�OZIQVML��1�PIL�I�XIQVN]T�M`XMZQMVKM��1�PIL�I�PIZL�\QUM�WN �
Q\��1�VM^MZ�_I[�\ZMI\ML�[W�KZ]MTTa�JM�NWZM��W¼KTWKS��1�KIVVW\�LZI_�
away my attention for a moment. He was doing it in secret. 
He fainted with amazement. He is very quick in everything. 
5MI\M��<PM�SQTTQÅ[P��<VM[M�ZMML�OZI[[��\_W�IZKPML�JZQQTNM��KWUM�
out and germinate. the decree of  Heave5. powder-magazine. 
The new warship was named chris. peace underground. 0i, 
UIV�WN �\^Q[LWV\��VW\ML�[_WZL��-T�PIPQTQ\I\QWV�WN �KÅIQ�IK\KZ���)�
doe hind. buff. wo sum. A one-eyed ma ware uith gold. yold-
jilater. he found no chance of  escaping. He stamped his seal 
blindly, I went groping down the stairs. blear-eyed perso. sum, 
vi. cow elephtint rolling-pi lo the sight. 1 heartily ashamed? 
0WUM�,MRQIZ\UMV\��+W\\WV�ÆIVVMT��\PW][IVL�[Y]IZM�ZQ��W\PMZ�
X]XQT[��)UMZQKIV�ÆW]Z��UW][[MTQVM�LM�TIQVM��*MaWVL�WVM¼[�
nose. He threw the ashes of  the brpzier. Expression of  the eye? 
0M�O�TIZML�_Q\P�I�LZMILN]T�TWWS��LQML�ÅOP\QVO��I\\MV\��\Q\'�Q^M�\W�
everything. As the branch is an eyesore, cut it. It is a curiovis 
[\WVM��?Pa��aW]�IZM�Y]Q\M�I�[\ZIVOMZ��+�7VM¼[�[MTN��1�PI^M�IJ[W-
T]\MTa�VW�SVW_TMLOM�WN �+��\PM�U�;Q\\MZ��1�NWWL��KaVKMÅT�WVM[MTN �
. 2ut otu self  at another s disposal. marry and settle. thrifty 
QV�[UITT�\QTQVO[��[\^MM\�ÆI^W]Z��3M�TW[\�PQ[�_Ia�IVL�IXXTQML�\W�
\PM�XWTQKMUIÆQOP\�WN �_QTL�L]KS[�\PI\�\PM`�_I[�IV�IUJ][KILM��
piques himself  onhis lineage. 
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You can see throug-h his heart. unless it i polished fevery meal. 
my shoulders, I feel quite light hearted fas possible. Atoms iiees 
NZIOUMV\[�XIZ\Q��KTM��<PM�Æ�R_MZ�^I[M�JZWSM�QV\W�XQMKM[��<PM�
mandarin orange. A cat with three-colouret! fur. considci-ed 
of  liif  h pt-nniisc bff  another. Tthe sacred car. sick pevsou. 
forbidden to sm.ok. The ear. The edge. cover ones ears ami 
steal a hell — listen eagerlxj. car-wax, an ear-chai. anear-lobe. 
discharge front tlieears. one does not think so much of  it. The 
MIZ\P_WZU��)V�QVÆIUML�[KZI\K��8ZMOVIVKa��VQ�VIZI��Y]Q\M�I�
grand sight surety. That is all a lie. tinual rain, the river has 
swolle ya. The smoke rose up tj the sky -ind 9. presented an 
I_N]T�[QOP\��<I�OWWL�PMIZ\��XW��]TVZ�MV\MZXZQ[M�[\ZI_�ZIQV�KWI\��
2erson tvho has failed to jxty. An old turtle with its back over-
grown with seaweeds. Barley has quite ripened. ingress of  air. 
;_MM\�[ISM��NI\�Q\'�?PI\�LW�aW]�[Ia�\W�PI^QVO�I�\Za��1�OW\�QV�J]\�
found nobody there. thick-ha red codium! We will go out as 
we have mac 5-3. sure of  the weather. not show it o3 like that 
ffactured state. I punished him severely as a wam- fz. ing for 
the future. Un the passage. anything 2rich. miso souj common 
loosestrife. breaking his heart over her. A honey-hee. treble-
XMIT�ÅZM�ITIZU��\M\M�L�\M\M��[M\�WN �\PZMM�_QVM�K]X[��XWIKPML�
NWZ�[MIT[�VMIZ�\PM�=NM��7VM¼[�ZMTI\QWV[��1�PIL�NWZOW\\MV�PQ[�NIKM��
MTMOIV\�\WQTM\��ÆW`^M^a�K\ZXQ\VT��<PM�Wa[\MZ�KI\KPMZ��Q�SM\\TM��
Millet-jelly sprays about him. couple to keep secrets from 
each other. An eruptio rcubbage artemisia moxa. property by 
[MV[]IT�XTMI[]ZM[��LWO¼[�VI\]ZM�\W�JIZS��PIVLTM�QWNM�\PM�\MI�XW\��
Please let me see the pattern. O, the hair. model of  a warship. 
Corrosive sublimate. verdcly-oval magnolia. Vegetable wax. 
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The object of  this society is to 5 at 9. unenlightened Trace. o 
fee trotibled in mind. dealer in cottons. The tuft of  hair on the 
cheek near the ear rub and press out. carsoj-e causerl hjf  the 
mbbhig of  the thiighs. shatnjwo r the shoulders. Figured crepe. 
over that lfe. point between the two sides. He turned a somer-
sault and fell on fmtz. his head. Figured camlet. Two head are 
better than one. tnalte n coniphiint. 
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The universe may be considered from two sides: What sort 
of  thing is it? Surely such a one does not exist. What we eat 
does not necessarily all become nutritious. How dareiyou 
speak in that. clogs from India. a thing in itself. He became the 
laughing-stock of  the world. Socratts had a face ugly enough 
to become a butt for ridicule. To throw off  its ski. A swoo sum. 
spread a rug. the bier with a downcast look. food atops in my 
stomach. a child who is too great a handful even for his par-
MV\�KWV[QLMZ[�Q\�N]V�\W�UISM�[XWZ\�@��<PM�Y]M]M�\]N\�WN �PIQZ��
Breech-loading. paper cord for tying the hair. air of  impor-
\IVKM�WV�\PM�\MIK]X��UIa�1�TWWS�W^MZ�Ua�VMQOP�PW]Z¼['�KI\Q-
miou estate. What he says is quite topsy-turvy all in a jurnble. 
He is a man who gives expression to most absurd arguments. 
He is now totally absorbed in soma research. are u useless. oi a 
sleeveless errfnul. A 3bel. organic ivorld. The room is warm as 
it faces tho 3v. south. jtrel the rind. A shaggy dog. I feel heavy 
at heart with merely 4-3fe. an anarchist, he munches a cake. 
cannot trade without capital. An oblong brazier. Five years 
sound long. We can see thu moon while lying. pawn will be 
forfeited. A at the ironworks? cannon-smoke and hail of  shots. 
pro You. The penis. jtoern into prose. He fell into the bottom 
of  Hell. The cat is purring. He tamed a monkey. The clappers 
are struck. L world. Thave night-sweat. Tsticky! 2ying-car. Bg. 
Bodies expand upon being heated. A carved button for sus-
pend- ing a pouch. rto sleep; fall asleep. the electric cars rings 
in my ears. Hot [burning tears]. rat-trapf  meat-safe. Steam-
boats ply on that river. tlirotv a stone at adog. Slope arms! 
fat-verse beings higher than me. love-novel. grive off  the scent 
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of  musk.  narcissus-leaved garlic. animated with mutual. 
An isosceles triangle boil hiird. Cramming. red-berried elder. 
<PMZM�IZM�TWVO�WVM[�IVL�[PWZ\�WVM[��VW�Q[�I�ZMÅVML�XMZNWZ-
mance. beating his brains. Pus, matter. 2uper handerchief. 
[\IVL�WV�\QX\W'�_QTL�ZWKIUJWTM��\PW][IVL�aM�`\RR�PQTT��7VM¼[�
mouth waters. the puffs of  patent medicines. saaf  a boartl 
in two regret table. A chisel de horn toss off. matches in 
beer-drinking. wine-bibber. starch-spatula. board for niahitig 
rice-paste. the sloke. That day 1 happened to ride. Enjojdng 
the cool breeze. enibroidery-fraine. clamp in bean-curd. 
cast-off  slxin of  a cicada. I cannot draw the cork of  the beer-
bottle. There is a hole in this note. The woof. home wet as 
a drowned rat. You must not smear all about there. painted 
v. blue. falready suffered. When I caught a slug, my hand. 
Å[P�[ITIL��N_IQ\QVO��UQTKP�KW_��<ISQVO�I��PW\��JI\P��ÅTT�I�TIUX�
tcith oil. Oh. you startle me! You are an undiluted fool. bread-
and-butter missi who has never yet been before company. A 
large wrapper. tators on it fell into the water. Not one person 
was plucked. cool as a cncutuber. He has great beetle-brows. 
threatenitig language. voice. elecampane. blachened ivith the 
tootli-dye. He fell in v.ith footpads and was f. i\f. robbed of  
all his money. Tho poliooman drives them away, but still they 
come. The brining up is most important. sensitive plant. A 
large gigantic scale. A re-entrant angle. woives howling! suf  
Alternate. Speech iseasy. tween his words and his actions. exer-
KQ[M��WM\MR��0M�ÆIQ�M[�]X�I\�\ZQÆM[��
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I have no capital. composition by next Sunday. stirli bcttveen 
the molars. 1 hate being behind others in any-thing. He sent 
a box of  oranges. weather h43 become unexpect- edly fair. I 
drew a saci-ed divining-stick. As I am of  weak consticution, I 
give up proing abroad. An eruption on the face. Hi Rat. if  you 
would. pearly nautilus. an omelette. tom-cat, stallion, dog-fox. 
PM�PMIZ��J]TT�MTMXPIV�J]KP�PI�ZM��JWIZ���QO��KWKS����PMI[IV\��
The blue magpie. The is lost liot-springs. A pinc-bx-anch bus 
JMMV�JZWSMV�Ja?W^MV�ÅO�]ZM[��)�\]ZVML�LW_V�KWTTIZ��LWTTIZ[�
per hundredweight. fold a letter ill three: count btf  bending 
\PM�ÅVOMZ[��<QV�LMMX�\PW]OP\��)�JIJa�NIKM��_W�[VZ]��)�UIV��
well-fed, warmly-clad, and snup-ly-housed. A pasted rag-
picture. On pushing open the wind.-w, saw the mon shining 
brightly. A stjne-weight runinvited. almost squeezed to death. 
6M\�I�UWUMV\�[PW]TL�JM�_I[\ML��W`�W�PQ[�\PQVO¼[�\W�W\PMZ[��KIV�
you lend me an inkslab? tongue of  yours. a dog of  tretnendous 
[QbM���TM\\MZ���1V�\PM�VQOP\�\PM�ZQW\MZ[�I\\IKSML��0M�_I[�KPW�MV�
president. push muder. put our jaws out of  joint with laughter. 
O im Nursing. Be quiet in th3 class-room. This is a very gentle 
dog. A decoy-bird. A thing dropped on the road. take n hath 
IVL�\^I[P�I\^IZR�\PM�LQZ\��,ZQ^M�I_Ia�\PM�UW[Y]Q\WM[��;PM�PQL�
her face and melted into vfe. Oh dear ! dear me ! hallo ! why 
	�WP�Ua�	��<PM�W]\MZ�ZQJ��WN �I�NIV���<PM�KIZX�Q[�U]VKPQVO��
MUIQT�[KITM����_Q\P�\PM�ÅVOMZ��)�KWUQK�XQK��)�XW]VL��W�QVIP�M�
n fence. The mother-of-pearl. back at the end of  next! tho 
^Q[Q\WZ[¼�[MI\[��4MUWVILM��<PM�_PQ\M��WN �IV�MOO���1�OW\�I�L]KS�
in mathematics. Before the tablet of  the dead. Cold storage. 
frigerator-car. There is no count of  days in the mountains. 
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pears vividly to my imagination. That is a prehistoric affair. 
painter o/ historical subjects. To be run over and killd. Here is 
I�KTMIZ�XZWWN��)�JTIbQVO�ZIOQVO�ÅZM��)�UQVWZ�IZK��\PM�-]ZW�MIV�
lowers enumerate! essence of  le7non. letnon-rind. a lov9 
novel. 1 o sign. He is sincerely in love with the u. y girl. spnse 
WN �[PIUM��)�PIVL�JIZZW_��J]QTL�]X�Q^Q\P�JÅKS[��?M�_QTT�[MTT�Q\�
cheap. upriffht geiitleintm.. The lotus rhizome. crop failure of  
+WVLMV[ML�UQTS��ÅZM�QV�^WTTMa[��+WV\QV]ML�XZWXWZ\QWV��ZIQT\^Ia�
and steamship conibination-tichet. Implication in a crime. 
[WZQ\M[��QM�KPIQV�Z]TM��JZQY]M\\M�UIV]NIK\WZa��\PM�[KQMV\QÅK�
xvorld. Strenuous efforts. childhood cleverer than the common 
run. a plant tmth n thousand ftoivers. o two-tvheeled vehicle. 
Fractions of  a sen are disregarded. the doctor of  forestr. Very 
RMITW][��KWV[\Z]M��I�JWWS��QV�\]ZV��<PM�TaUXPI\QK�OTIVL��.ZM[P�
blood drips incessantly. phosphate of  zinc manure. rainy sen-
[W\Q��X]ZM�\^PQ\M�ÅO]ZML�[I\QV��KQK\ZIK\�\PM�K]JQK�ZWW\��?PW�X]\�
him in a rage? What are his antecedents? cord of  one s life. al 
rate o/ interest w Theory. 
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\PM�J]NNM\�_I[�<PM�JMOQVVQVO�WN �[XZQVO��QZÅQRI\QWV�\^WZS[��Ua�
tour in Europe and Americaw. He was so horror-struck that 
his hair stood on end. solid ffemrietry. he coii- fe fessed at last.  
grandmotherly advice. He is a crafty old plotter. A wax-coated 
cylinder. society for the spreml of  t lie Romanised alpjiahet. By 
subsisting on rice-gruel, he manages to live on. A two-storied 
gate. that sort of  reasoning. The dog-star. snuff  a candle. 
the sirloin of  beef. A funnel [shell-crater]. good-for-nothing 
avtlclr. I touch no alcoholic drinks. pile of  eggs. burnt down 
Ja�I�[XZMILQVO�ÅZM��I�XMZ[WV�\ZIV[XWZ\ML��<PW]OP�PM�_I[�TWVO�
knocking? telegrajhic code address. rampart and advancing, 
pressed upon the second. curtail it ted. a few daifs. As there 
was a take of  sardines, the beach is bustling. urina- tion and 
evacuation. A bi-igade wis organised. bold tiigorotis mea-
sure. married lately. I beg you to do it though it is rude. You 
had better have it treated. Territorial waters. That night we 
stopped at a hotel. The dragon and the tiger. ivell-rtiatched 
ÅOP\��MTMK\ZQKIT�XWTM[��4M\�][�KWWS�\PQ[�NW_T�NWZ�[]XXMZ��XIVO[�WN �
KWV[KQMVKM��)�ÅVM�JZMML�WN �PWZ[M[�_I[�QUXWZ\ML�NZWU�)][-
\ZITQI��NNM\�\W\RK\P^Z�\ZI^MTTQVO�W]\Å\��\PMa�PI^M�JW\P�[VIXXML��
,WIJTM�PMILML��KZ]Q\�PQ[�PMIT\P��<PQ[�Q[�\PM�XI\P�\W�XMZNMK\�
TWaR\T\a�IVL�ÅTQIT�XZM\a��[MKWVL�ZI\M�VW^MTQ[\[��*ZQ[\TQVO�PMZ�
beautiful brows. Alien rthe police station. A common shell. 
An electric current. A voltaic battery. sweat fell in large drops. 
�PI\M�WN �KWXXMZ��\QVO�Z]UW]Z[�IÆWI\��KQZK]TI\M�I�TQ\\TM��VM\RW\QI-
blr instrainent. 
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<PM�LQNNMZMVKM�Q[�QVÅVQ\M[QUIT��0M�[Ia[��JIZS[�WN �\ZMM[��?PMV-
M^MZ�1�OW��1�IU�[KWTLML��<PM�[INNZWV��[QVOQVO�JQZL��1�KW]TL�VW\�
ÅVL�\PM�JWWS��<PM�KWZL��WN �I�[_WZL���0M�KIZZQML�I�PIVL�JIO��
Bo groped with his feet in the dark. peoplt will laugrh at you. 
When tin y are well cultivated. trees arrow densely. 2rize court. 
school of  needleivork. cell-wall. The amoeba is an animal. He 
inquired minutely into it. ino smtill cubes. ordinary man after 
\PQZ\a�TQ^M�WV�^MOM\��IJTM[��0M�R]UXML�QV\W�\PM�[]Z¼VO�_I^M[��)�
PMIL�[MI��,ZQVS�UWVMa��<PMZM�IZM�UIVa�ZI[KITTa�RQVZQTL��<RN �
the shaven part of  the head. ptiss the u-itte-ciip. The salmon. 
best of  medicines to suit their convenience. howling about. 
The sruund was rent by earth. An index. This colour is apt to 
fade. A person who feels chilly feeling chilly. sericulture yearly 
prospering. multi- ply twice by itself. the cube root.  third 
pntrrr. easily-oxidisable metal. Cropped hair. The silkworm-
egg-card. Three-colour printing. the three states of  existence. 
This castle can no longer hold out. the cliowlee. Exhilaration 
from drinking. post-bodc. Let us thrust in a stick and stir it. 
tithe a meal face to face. Slight ink-stains. How sympathising 
pass by with their umbrellas up. crimson to this? nail into a 
PWTM��OI^M�PQU�\PM�KW]X�LM�OZIKM��JQ\\MV�Ja� �̂�ÆMI[�IVL�UW[-
Y]Q\WM[��,MIZ�UM	�7P��LMIZ	���U][\�[M\�M^MZa\PQVO�I[QLM��XP�
\QOZIXP��UMLQ]U�ÆM[P�IVL�PMQOP\��PIUXMZML�Ja�PQ[�ZMTI\QWV��
Salt manufacture. govern ill rut delegate. swear $. the cost of  
production. Kant published his greatwork, rntal phenoinrnon. 
His character is crabbed. Sulphur is largely produced, exceeds 
six hundred and ten years. He teaches language in the regular 
3 manner. The vocal chords. A regular polygon. A regular 
polyhedron. constitution composed of  seven- teen articles. 
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As to-morrow is Sunday, I should? iron-ma uiifactttriiiy ciitn-
RV¼\[K��;]OIZ�UIV]NIK\]ZM��UMUJMZ�WN �I��W]\QKQT�XIZ\a��0M�
Q[�QOVWZIV\�WN �\PM�_WZTL��MYQ\N\\WÅIT�KITU[��:QKM�JWQTML�_Q\P�
red beans. 2ioov as a chirch-rnouse. oil-en-gine. An angle of  
ZMNZIK\QWV��KWT�TIZ�[PIXML�\ZMM�TQNM��ÅV�[PMTT[��*WVM�[M\\QVO��LWTM�
WN �ZQKM��P\ZQ¼L�WN �JZMI\PQVa��\ISM�I���MZ[V�\W�\I[PNWZ�PQ[�LQ[TWa-
alty. Brick tea. propaga-llyfe. arbitrary. Some of  it is d priori 
and some a posteriori. The parsley. vessels grazed each other. 
fshing of  teeth and rolling ip of  sleeves. extreme indigiut-
tlon. 7neitt of  a cotntnevcidl collcffe. x\n eclectic. cui-rent in 
the world. caught in arms from behind. Vehicles and horses. 
OWWNN�NWa�]W\�Q�QV\R��KPI\\M¼PW`��\WQTM\�[WIX��<PM�PaXW\PMV][M��
)�ZPWUJ][��ZIQV�NITT[�QV�\WZZMV\[��ÅWKQIT�Y]M[\QWV��XWTQ\QKIT�
QZVZTL��ZMTQOQW][�TMW^TZT��[KQMV\QÅK�KQZKTM[����TISIS]�UNWV��)V�
IVOTM�WN �ÅZM��[WKQIT�IVQUIT��0WZ[M�PQZM��LQX�]X�_Q\P�I�[XWWV�
and suck. herbaceous peony. glazed photograxh. Western 
RaWMU��I�ÅZM\^WWL�OI\PKZMZ��ITT�I[TMMX�XQV[�IVL�VMMLTM[��NI\\a�
matter. He sciueezes out milk and sells it. little brains one has. 
The inner skin. seven causes of  divorce. sell the goods cheap. 
invoice hook. press others to drink. The price of  paper. Tthe 
city. The visual angle. He has a stiff  way of  speaking. question 
WN �^Q\IT�QVQXWZ\IZ\KM��;KIZKQ\a�WN �Å[P��)�XIXQMZ�UIKPM�UW]TL��
elasticity eaa- perhnent. I have collected a set of  tea-service. 
Colour-blindness. Below the knee. The neck-plates. Mats are 
spread on it. A new lav/ is to be issued. a very gay striped pat-
\MZV���MUJTMUI\QK�WN �KWVV]JQIT�PIXXQVM[[���)V�Q[TIVL�MUXQZM��
Put it away in the box. eronoinictil prrson. buckle up a belt. 
<PM�KIX\]ZM�WN �\PQ[�NWZ\QÅKI\QWV��7QT�KISM��1V�\PM�ZIQVa�[MI[WV�
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things become, sleeves always wet with rears. autumn wind 
cuts th skin. Pepper-and-salt. love dearly. This leather is very 
supple. mutual intimacy of  its members. iwirspajter agency. 
A proper fraction. whenever a train 2 passes. A new pattern. 
a while in prison. work, as 1 am unused to it. Anthropomor-
phism. velopment theory. Your vvrords have penetrated. A new 
pubheation. nervous tissues. I should not be v. beaten by you. 
)P��PW_�\QZM[WUM	�LMXIZ\]ZM�QV�TM`QKWOZIXPa��TI]OP�QV�WVM¼[�
sleeve. avoid public nttentioii. Mental phenomena. 2rotction oj 
forests. self-stylec gentleman. new-style bici/cle. Brimmingly. 
The ventricles of  the heart. siee ping-room. Ita length varies 
with the weather. I sympathise with you in ycur f  anxiety. other 
people. parxlysis of  tlie heart. 
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Salt has a salt taste. ftsli broiled tcith sitlt. show the cloven oot. 
gris- zly-haived head. Lice breed on the body. The egret. the 
whitebait. fapron-strings. cloth is too whitish. This fruit is juicy. 
He got all the plums in it. infer the rest. I am not acquainted 
with grammar. Red-bean soup with rice-cake. Materials for 
history. A magnetic curve. the bottom of  it. enr/rosscd in invp-
stlgntion. direction like a litter of  spiders. private ii-nt-a le 2ost-
card. The four Chinese tones. paper cigtir-case. Tinstitute. all 
fractions under 3. snnb-nase. the gttidinff-star of  the irorld of  
srie-ue and literature. The optic nerve. The four Chinese clas-
sics. full of  poetical interest. the beefsteak. The four rules of  
arithmetic. hands were thrown out of  work. May I write with 
a book under the paper? his fe. tongue. 4 cmiliv-fe. I too was 
sttunped by this. dictates of  my conscience. Sucking the chops. 
This greatcoat is well made. To have the itch. It naturally 
JMKWUM[�[W��I�KI\¼[�XI_�WN��<�X]VQ[P��=X�\W�VW_��Q\�]VLMZ_MV\�
many iiy-jfc. vicissiudes of  fortune. Even in midsummer it is 
[W�KWWT'�<PQ[�IK\�WN �PQ[�MTMK\ZQÅML�\PM�_WZTL��<PM�OZMI\�\]Z\TM��
he game of  chess. All earthly thi.gs are transient. eoiiuner-
KQIT�[KPWWT�WN �KTI[[��KWZVUMZKQ\\T�QTQ[\ZQK\�¸�J]�[Q��VK[[�QQ¼WZTL��
coinmercial circles. aynount of  consumption. Living beings. A 
paper sliding-door. Abstinence from animal food. orang-out-
IVO��PQ��;UITT�IZU[��<PM�ÅZ[\�\MV�LIa[�WN �I�UWV\P��LQaMI\Q^M�
WZOIV[��[PWZ\�K]\�\W�\PM�[\]Æa�WN �-VOTQ[P��<PM�IV\MVVIM��)�
touch-organ. Of  what candle-power is this? Brief  tranquillity. 
Corrosive sublimate. 
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industry is wonderful, Ascent and descent. insec- tivorous 
plant. A dining-room. lectureship in ethics. A globule. Rice 
directly dealt in a magic mirror. That new theory cannot be 
de-m5\imonstrated. O God of  War. look upon me. make an 
abstract of. A shawl. savoir-vivre. Laughter arises. I doors. 
Microcosm. Slaked lime. Plaster of  Paris. A patrol-ahip. 
>IZQW]��^QM_[��VW�KWVKT][QWV�KW]TL�J�ZMIKPML��ZMIQ��Q[ÅK�VW^MT��
Spare diet, enerffetic yoiiny man. His face was emaciated and 
his form shrivelled. picture very highly. His way of  beginning 
it was bad. A small enemy. account of  the fog there was a fe. 
collision between the vessels. Translation of  extracts. Aristotle 
taught his disciples while strolling in the wood. l have come 
here on business. egg on. He was waiting with hip neck. Hap-
pily I passed, digressed into by-paths. fully six years old. The 
principle is good, but the way ov, of  carrying it out is clumsy, 
naturalism. It is forbidden for a large number of  periona to 
aasembie without causn. A shameful calling. An amorous 
glance. 1, iindesired love. pevfomi a stirgical operation. Host 
and guests took tlieir seats. cocoons will be ten per cent lesa 
than in normal years. lingering disease. drink i toast. dratving 
cni a reduced scale. 
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��PI^M�VW�ZMTQOQWV��<PM�PMTT�WN �ÅOP\QVO�IVL�JTWWL[PML��\ZIKPa�
carpus ex- celsu, tall rough-fruit. Have you not different 
kintls besides this one. The Bureau of  Hunting. my lifelong 
undertaking. f/te cream of  tartar. Can you not help me to 
engrave an English teacher? He i-eceived a life-pension. A 
body contracts upon cooling. yfrsons 2yfscnt. Hint of  con-
trifnition. three-foot blade. t&ken into hirher schools. go in a 
pleasure-boat. Their intimacy grows daily less. buckwheat rolls. 
1VR]Za�ZMKMQ^ML�QV�IVW\PMZ¼[�Y]IZZMT��<PM�_MTT��UI\KPML�JMI]-
ties. raise in this soil. A sleeve. A mulberry-plantation. Land 
changes into sea. secrtt handed down to one child. Transmis-
sion of  electricity. Gross receipts. Speeding and welcoming. 
2rrsons in charge. Tan enterprise. Failure to write. To resign in 
I�JWLa��UISM�PIQZ�[\IVL�WQ�MVL��0M�\ZMUJTML�_Q\P�OWW[M�ÆM[P�
ig over his body. w. Tb inguinal gland. The common car. The 
right of  appeal. Both shoulders. A dormant volcano. decide on 
the spot. Immediate effect. A sticking-plaster, ameteorological 
station. I will call immediately I hear from you. juiit as it is. 1 
mother. Bring them ail here. Improvised amusement — poem 
compitsed iti n ttunnent ofhilnvi. The bottom of  the tub has 
come. He dislikes it from his heart. Hunger makes raw beans 
relish. A ground-swell. He is an insatiable drinker. elusion on 
ex-parte statements. The vessel sailed at the speed. A foreign 
style of  hair-dress- ing. Hank attach. sound the dejtth oj a sea. 
\WZXMLW�LM[\ZWaMZ�WN �\PQZ�NNN�ÅZW�SVW\[�[XMML��1V[\IV\IVMW][�
death. When the world was still in chaos. You must handle 
mug-hly noarticit. If  I sell so cheap. I shall be a loser. The lion 
is an animal fur. He injured his stomach by exces- sive eating. 1 
hat. We cannot eat it as it is. 
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On that occasion. You need in no wise yield the palm 5 v. to 
him feel small before him. typography has nothing. Its remains 
[\QTT�M`Q[\��,M[KIZ\M[�LW]J\ML�M^MZa��\PQVO��8ZWRMK\QVO�\MM\P��
sham snoring. Broad beans. Accidental resemblance. merits 
with a forced laugh. I was struck by astray bullet. The ball 
glanced off  arms and legs according to their needs. Bend-
ing back the body. Of  the same pattern. As it was left in the 
[]V��\PM�XTIVS�@�PI[�_IZXML��<PM�MTLM[\�JWZV�Q[�\PM�L]VKM��
injure the stomach. A cursive. They are known generically as 
vertebrates. lack of  harmony in fj the decoration. home with a 
wrong hat on. He played a piece on the piano. Cloven-hoofed 
animals. narrow wooden-tablet. Test a man by intercourse. 
Food for the whole household. no notion of  number. shut an 
]\VPZMTTI�¸[UQTM�_Q\P�X]KSMQ�ML�TQX[��VW\M[�WN �\PM�QV[MK\[��Å\-
ting up of  machinery. niathenintical question. 2ut in the tube. 
dreadful face. tooth cut. Times g-o on changing. He is very 
much wasted. Man inhales oxygen and exhales lit. Frenzied 
with drink. Acid taste. a subter- ranean vein of  water. torpedo-
JWV\�ÆW\QTTI��?PQ\MPMIL�\WZXMLW��:WKS�KZa[\IT��[\QZZML�\W�IK\QWV�
seeing that condition of  decay. The bottom of  the sea. The 
leech sticks fasst by its sucker. The muscles of  my hands and 
NMM\�KWV\ZIK\��1�KIVVW\�I\�ITT�UISM�W]\�\PM�XTW\��,ZI_�\PZMM�
lines on this paper. erroneous procedure. I am now completely 
cured. Several lines, streaks of  tears. I have a little leisure now. 
clear broth. a sniug-loohing person. acidity. link-stick. corner-
stone. octagonal window. violet. charcoal-scuttle. Important 
[government secrets]. ordinary tcrest- linff-match. what I 
OZMI\Ta�ZMOZM\��1�NMMT�[WUMPW_�]VMI[a��IVa\PQVO�[IVL�ÅT\MZML��
tractable, docile. 
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1 Sunburn. sponges on his father. An inch of  steel. He puffs at 
his pipe fcigar, etc. the terrapin. people rubbed against each 
other, corners knocked off. Printed matter. Fish seasoned with 
vinegar. tuch up the shirt. V nineteenth centurj. Trice-broth. 
drifting boat. let us have a whiff. Unglazed pottery, tin-foil, 
fnese perch-sea-wolf. ft boat for enjoying the eveninij cool. — 
jjj g, a bench for enjoying the evening cool. Tobacco 3lonopoly. 
I am tired of  delicacies. The bear stood on its hind legs. op-
portunity of  quitting. for- bidden article of  diet. smoke rises in 
iarg-o volumes. stand and shudder. groping through a diction-
ary. Mnd tvith hoops. deviate from precept. nationalism versits 
social- isni. frigid zone. pyincijiles of  physics. Standing face to 
NIKM��)�OZMI\�T]UX�WN �QKM�Q[�ÆWI\QVO��ÅZ[\�JZI\�WN �ÅZQ\QV��XZWNM[-
sional jester. The general situation. of  the European polit- ical 
world. A pine-torch. meeting face to face. water-supply was 
cut off. I have eaten up everything set be-fort! me. destroy 
the rebel. liverworts. in the aggre gate. The weight of  a body. 
land a full harvest. There was a large take of  sardine. you will 
VW�aN\`�JM�Å\�NWZ�OZMI\�MV\MZXZQ[M[��I�KIX\IQV��'��JM\_MMV�\PI\�
and this. capacity is sixty cubic feet. left the newspaper oftice. 
Earthquake-proof. He roared v.nth laughter. athletic exerci-es. 
KZQ\\MZ�XZWWN �KTW\P��)�_WV�Ja�Å^M�\W�\PZMM��1\�ZIQV[�I[�QN �\PM�
doors of  heaver were opened. tfm state in a jtitsi- tion ft/ per/
ret seruvitf/. a very amorous woman. A loud voice. A lantern 
hung on a pole. 
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Ants gather apon sugar. He levanted to America. the feast is at 
Q\[�PMQOP\��,W�VW\�MOO�PQU�TQSM�\PI\��)�KWZV�PI[�OZW_V�WV�Ua�
foot. wood to warm their sake. babiy three or four hundred. 
Tne ball grazed and did not hit. Beads of  perspiration. What 
are you sighing so for 7. Pie is now collecting picture-post- 
cards. killed the patient. I bent this branch into shape. rect a 
bad habit. good or bad. The bag of  the sleeve. policeman is 
stationed in this f  . village. ringworm spit-box. intermediate 
TQXTM[[�RI_JWVM��IT_Ia[�XQKSQVO�PWTM[�QV�W\PMZ�XMWXTM¼[�KPIZIK-
ters. This orange has pips. very curious varieties. The monad. 
inijile harmonic motion. minor axis. cholauogue. oil-tanh. gas-
tanh. I dry goods. I want to engage a tutor for my life. Reamng 
is my greatest pleasure. I like this cookery as it is plain. Albu-
UQV�	�ÅOP\QVO�I\�KTW[M�Y]IZ\MZ[���QIVL�\W�PIVL��[QUXTM�R\ZWXWZ-
tion. shallmv hnotvledge and small talent. carbonat- ed tvater, 
KIZ��JWV\N\M�WN �[WLI��]VQ[M`]IT�ÆW\^MZ��<PI\�Q[�\WW�XZMKQXQ\I\M��
You are good at foxy tricks. USA sham slee. A simple leaf. 
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He sat up and passed away. A strip cf  paper for odes. bar-
relled cashed. save a ntaiis life. o, bellicose. I made a pond with 
concrete. knock to jyieces. Put up the pole fallen there. Kant is 
QVLMML�IV�M\MZVIT�\Z]\P��<PI\�[PWX�PI[�VW�K][\\�UMZI�IVL�a\�\�
it manasrcs to hold on. This is not his handwriting. Blinded by 
I^IZQKM��PM�X]\�I�ÅVOMZ�QV�\PM�XQM��[XQ\�QV\W�WVM[�PUQL[��PIVL�
hnit sochs. I want a pair of  gloves. This is certainly very unskil-
fully! Of  convenient size. Stoppage of  electric current. Shaving 
the head. selling and baying on time. revised anl enlarged. p\
inishment is immediate. blood-and-iron policy. imt on mittens. 
That affair fairly gravelled us. Making a pillow of  the arm. 
Wal-tz. long-legged sjrider. copybooh. petticoat g over mnent. 
A natural fastness. tf  5c, perfect tveat her. small-pox. ff  airy. 
LZI_�I�LW\\ML�TQVM��ÅOP\QVO�QV�WVM�XTIKM�IN\MZ�IVW\PMZ��)�[MIT�
KPIZIK\MZ��W�WP[MQ¼^M�PMV�^Z\\Ta�JWLQM[��VW�[QOV�WN �[PIUM��PM�
went hunt- lfe. Fish broiled with sauce. 1 shall go. rain or shine. 
/ZWXQVO��LM��IL��0M�UILM�I�KI\¼[�XI_�WN �UM��NW]Z�\ZIKSML��
general jn-ineiples of  philosopliy. 2iare philoso2hy. thirti/ head 
WN �KI\\TM��?M�ZM�[\ML�I\�I�\MI�JWW\P��2]UXQVO�QV\W�I�KIZ��9]IV-
tity of  sugar. Half  ejitraorilnuirtf  things. I see a steamer far 
I_Ia��OZIXP�IJW]\�I�NZQMVL¼[�[INM\a��<PQ[�JWKS�Q[�JILTa�[M_V��
MÅQ\QIVNN]T\\N �\ZQIVOTM��XMIZ[�\W�PI^QR�[VIXXML��KWKS�ÅOQ�\QVO��
Gripping each other. express jyrovision /as a scholar. no, a. 
Favourite. ni naru. The scouring-rush. That would be the best 
plan. This is a characteristic of  acids. despatch a special envoi. 
Constant readincr will of  itself  make the mcaninpr clear/real 
reader. chastity, iinr object. He gives himself  great airs. An 
isosceles triangle. The circulation of  money is stopped. to ctt-
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fch oties eye — froiisjxtrent body — colourless tntil tvinspiveiit. 
fasten the nech-band. lottery-tichet. Ted together. I went to the 
park with my wife. An evil arises out of  it. attend 2 funeral. &c. 
QQQ\MZKWQ\Z[M�JW\_IMV�VÅOPJWQ\Z[��)�XQO�\IQT�PMMT[�NZWU�IJW^M��
the source of  inspiration — striped like a tiger. bx-east and 
struck me. hird-shooting ; fowl- ing. The two began to scram-
ble for it. colours is good. retract a former vieiv. Answering the 
LWWZ��SVWKS�Å\�\PM�NZWV\�LWWZ�¸�IV[_MZ�\PM�Z�WW���PM��W[[\�[[�
an evil sttirit. press m-gently: reach the end. her mind became 
unhinged. will order it. sweeping the sea with a broom.
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;WNM�[XW\��OM\�ZQKM�NZWU�I�ZQKM�L¼ITKZI��PI^M�\PM�[MML[�M`\ZIK\ML�
from a 2rsimmon. the Sublime Porte. slniiffjiter horses and 
cattle. Vomiting and purging. angle tj incidence. throng h-
\QKSM\��N[SQVKN �PQ[�\MM\P��QVK�ZWWÅVO���_^\�WN �LM[\QVI\QWV�¸�[Sa�
bega n to redden. fainter until he died. govern- or-general. 
Yesterday he came suddenly to me. It is a great affair for me. It 
is a great blow to him. Oil-paper; rain-coat. The time being. I 
could hardly bear the ennui. Number of  copies. display otters 
knoirledge of  the world. spit an another s face. &. camellia-oil. 
The wings. Leaves. A jar. A land measure of  six shaku square. 
aground-spider. utiglazed earthemvare —bluisi-black. daf/
scholar. comb ofboxtcood. tale of; blab; peach. jiour water into 
an iron pot. Pi ute. fowl picking worms. faire-suivre telegram. 
<PM�TMVO\P�WN �WVM¼�JWLa��W^MZKWI\�ZKIZPQ\QO�\PZ�NMM\��)�[QVOTM�
leaf  screen. 2retcnd to a hnowleiltje of  the world. ioput a 
hand tnt. the hilt of  otters sirortl was used up. bxly in excess. a 
handful oj salt — crush zvith the hand / squeeze to death oith 
\PM�PIVL��[\]KS�WV�IV�IZ\QÅKQIT�U][\IKPM��VW\�TIJWZQW][��JTI[\�
furnace. knocked against the train. He sat all day in a brown 
[\]La��<PM�JWLa��)Z\QÅKQIT�ÆW_MZ[��KWVQRQW[M�I�XWMV��<PM�[SQZ\[��
R\QKS�I�KISM�\ZQ\P�\PM�ÅVOMZ[��-I\QVO�_Q\P�\PM�ÅVOMZ[��MI\QVO�Ja�
stealth. boa of  twenty-four. nail as seal-mark. checkniate the 
hing — tveep constantli. manner of  2aching.  lay n crime at 
4inothers door. herb-gathering. ilip the bud. A horn grows. 
J]Z[\�\PM�MIZ�LZ]U��*IZTMa�ÅMTL[�KW^MZ�\PM�_PWTM�XTIKM��<PM�
skin of  the face. I am amazed at the thickness of  it. The shel 
1 pierced the iron-plate. An icicle. neutral eqilibriuni. o crt a 
JMTT�¸������JMTNZa��LW\\ML�JMTT�ÆW_MZ��UW[Y]Q\W�K]Z\IQV��1�[]NNMZ�
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NZWU�I�KZIUX�QV�\PM�U][KTM[�WN �\PM�PQX[��RO�NO���I��W[\�WNÅKM�
KTMZS��KW^MZML�J]\\WV���QWQV\�\PM�U]bbTM��JÅOP\�KWUXTM`QWVML�
NIKM��VW\�\PM�TMI[\�XIZ\QKTM��\PM�[PILI_�WN �I�[PILM��JIJa¼[�ÅZ[\�
bath. payitieiit oil accounts. Knife-powder. 
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The inner ankle. Forged work, Moulded cake. a sympathetic 
�̂�NZQMVL��ZM_PQXXML�WTL�KW\\WV��0M�Q[�QV�I�Å\�WN �IJ[\ZIK\QWV��
[PW_MZ�WN �[PW\[��IZU[�NO���]aZQ[\��JQO�][MTM[[�NÅQW_��UM\MWZWTWO-
QKIT�[\I\QWV�WV�\PM�\WX�WN �\PM�UW]V\IQV��)�[MI�O]TT�Q[�ÆWI\QVO�
on the water. He went with the greatcoat thrown. farmers are 
now busy trails. human fz. nature. Lots of  insects are wrig-
OTQVO�IJW]\��_QVO�[PMTT��5IOOW\[�JZMML��XMWXTM�\�\M��Å\�WN �
abstraction. bending to the trind through his missing the ball. 
Å[P�VQNV�SZ\��UMTWV�XI\KP��OIQV�IQT��_M\�\PM�[TMM^M[�Q^Q\P�\MIZ[��
The noise of  the electric cars. cheer oriels spirits. ferreting out 
W\PMZ[�[MKZM\[��JWQTML�Å[P�ÆI^WQQZML�QKQ\P�[IT\��*MPQVL��VW��I��
<PM�JIKS�PIQZ��)�ZM\ZMI\QVO�ÅO]ZM��)�ÅVOMZ�WN �[KWZV��?PMV���
reached the inn. light r/atnt colony. Playing-cards containing 
odes. lyrical 2ilay. continued rainy iveather. The calyx came 
Y]Q\M�TW^MTa��[XMIS�_Q\P�\PM�NIKM�JMV\�LW\KV��NZMÆMK\QWV�QV�\PM�
_I\MZ��ZMXZWL]KML�NZWU�IK\]IT�WJRMK\[��VQINÅKTIV\MZV��QK\]ZZ[�
WP�V�[KZMMV��Å\�WN �IJ[\ZIK���\PM�]XXMZ�TQX��\PM�]XXMZ�\MM\P��
the upper jaw. the outer box. Talking in delirium. scarf  skin. 
7I�ÅD�JMZ['�KPQTLZMV�IZM�\Z]VLTQVO�PWWX[��+]\\QVO�QV�ZW]VL�
slices. young tree. I parted with a portion to him too. atom is 
indivisible. 
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have under arm. I understand a thing like that. straw horse-
[PWM[��NV¼]KSMV�XI[\M��X]\�WV�[\ZUK�[IVLIT[��<PM�MOO[�PI^M�ITT�
been smashed. ax a seal over two edges. my words in bad part. 
them for food. evil tvays. vegetables preserved in eutrenut. 
e- livery. hortis nest abinit ones ears. rich gnat. 1 burnt myself. 
)�J]ZV\�ÅMST�XZIQZQM��QRW\I\W�ZWI[\MZ��)�ZWI[\�NW_T��ZQW\MZ[�J]ZV\�
LW_V�ITT�\PM�XW��TQKM�JW`M[�QV�\PM�KQ\a��MTMM\Q¼QK�KIZ�P]ZVT]O�
KI[M��)�OMU�\PI\�MUQ\[�TQOP\�I\�VQOP\��1�[UMTT�Å[P�JMQVO�JZWQTML��
\WJZWQTTZWI[\�Å[T\��ZQOP\�XIZ\�NWZ�PQU��0M�XTIaML�0IUTM\��I�
KZ]M\��UMLQKQVIT�PMZJ��Q���I��XQKSML��JI[MJ\LT�\MIU��\^QTL�XQNRMWV��
silktvomt cocoon —  ntoun- tain blast. hright yellow. Fresh 
NZWU�\PM�KW]V\Za��,Q[MI[M�MV\MZ[�Ja�\PM�UW]\P�IVL�KITIUQ\a�
comes out of  it. love-sicliuess. wild dog. Share and share alike 
[VIKS[��[VIKTK[�WV�\PM�XZWÅ\����KIVVW\�OQ^M�]X�[UWSQVO�IVL�
drinking. stop malting noises. \\\iq dark. willow bends under 
the snowj. That 3ort of  thing is simple enough. dancing-car. 
)�TWWXPWTM���ZMTQVQVVZa�MI�NVVQVIÅWV��KZa�WN �[\ZMM\�P]KS[\MZ[��
hen is calling to her chickens. I have terrible pains in the hips. 
A secondary disease. philosophy is ex-. nobody is afraid of  you. 
JQJ��QWLQLM�WR�XW\I[[Q]U��5WZ��Z¼NK��XPM][��/MZUIV�[QT^MZ��VI-
\QWVIT�KWV[\Q\]\QWV��_MI\PMZ�NWZMKI[\��OZMI\Ta�LMTQOP\ML��[\]Æa�I�
fjrput good deal. foreign bindinff, Better, superior. The best of  
ITT�Q[�\PQ[��4N]T�_MI\PMZ��<ISM�_PQKPM^MZ�aW]�XTMI[M�,W�I[�aW]�
XTMI[M�1�TQSM��ÅTTVM[[��W\M��0M�Q[��7P��\PQ[�_QTT�JM�R][\�ZQOP\��<PM�
whole party ben to grow Being left overnight. An ode loses its 
charm. Sitting up late at night, Locomotor ataxia. cooling of  
WVM¼[�KWXXMZ[�?��7\PMZ�\PQVO[��\WW\P�XQKTM��8]\\QVO�QV�WVM¼[�
oar. Table-salt meltsin water, made its appearance. not yet 
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KWU��XTM\MTa�OWVM�[_MM\�XI[\M�WN �[\MIUML�JMIV[��TIa�ÆI\�IVL�
dodged the shell. foreign dog. payiiuj-in slip “of  money zontal, 
lateral. todraiv a line horizontallt — a box two shaku in tvidth. 
Her side-face is exactly like her. drav/ings took place yesterday 
PD��I[�PIL�JMMV�XZM^QW][Ta�IV��VW]VKML��Z\PM�IJW^M��[PMMX¼[�
MaM[��_WZL�_ZQ\\MV�[QLM_Ia[��0M�TIQL�PQU[MTN �ÆI\�WV�\PM�OZI[[��
dog is lying on the bridge, dog lying down or sitting. At one 
[QLM��1�WN �\MV�OW�Å[PQVO��1\�PIXXMV[�NZMY]MV\Ta��_PMV�\PMa�\PQVS��
Praise and censure. kind of  greens. small and illegible, I have 
read his heart completely. Collation by reading out. xiight-stall, 
We approve of  it. Woollen. 1818, the common wormwood. 
Tthe whole night. miss in read- ing. Crying at night. him 
openly arxd. Mutton. thrtad has got twitted like. this. As three 
controversialists had come. the way, I wae late. U themselves 
and agitate for it. rely upcm. riots have broken out. presented it 
\W�\PM�,QM\��MTMK\�XZW^Q[QWV��ITTa��SVQ\�PQ[�JZW_[�IZL�UILM�I�[W]Z�
face. Tparty. co-tangent, fdie young. Tongue-grafting. Young- 
XMWXTM��.WZMQO�V�XIXMZ��WIZ�NWV]KIX��Å`ML�NWZU�NWZ�Q\��R��IQT�\¼`I�
mini nff  judge. decision in writing. tea-boot I sheltered. it. Our 
expectation and the reality. hearing at secondhand. look off  
your book. O Prearrangement. place next Sun- fe. day. rpoint. 
JMVMÅ\[�\ZIV[UQ\\ML�Ja�IV��KM[\WZ[��KZI_T�WRQ�ITT�NW]Z[����I�]Z��
front the jarring ofatraiu \ from the jostling of  a crowd. This 
thread is weak. can do nothing. utterly exhaust- ed. He was so 
exha\isted by his long. 
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Going through the world. subscript ion-2ir ice. child at length 
able to walk. It is like a wide sea in spri ng. Material timber. 
arithmetic. The remaining life days. 5. He keeps vip his life 
_Q\P�LQNÅK]T\a��.QVQ[PQVO�WN �J][QVM[[��PW\�QN ����\��0M�_MV\�K]\�
saying he was going ts. to a bath. fo hoil tvater. Their bi-
W\PMZTa�NZQMVLTa�NMMTQVO[�IZM�ITUW[\�W^MZÆW_QVO��1VKZ][\I\QWV[�
inside a kettle. skin of  bean-curd The evening glow. evening 
Q[�TWVM[WUM���O�OO��Z\�UIQT�[\MIUMZ��8WQV\QVO�_Q\P�\PM�ÅVOMZ��
hot-w.ter tank. made a sudden attack. boilea v. in a cauldron. 
not to be punished as he is $ i, cox \ a lunatic. I g-ot from it 
useful knowledge. black cc. with soot. trellis ofhottle-gourd, 
Steam is rising out of  the kettle. limited brain-power. Evening 
scenery. incarcerated fora. account of  lineage. 1, the material 
_WZTL��\MZQIT�KWZXWZMIT��[VWQQ¼�J\\TTQVO��WZOIVQK�V\I\\MZ��_PQ\M�
glazed pan; Leaving a thing to itself. deadlock. Ah, all is a 
dream. This and the other world That is entirely nominal. 
<ZI^MTTQVO�QV�I�LZMIU��1�NMT\�I[�QN �1�_MZM�_ITSQVO�QV�I��IXXMIZ-
ance of  a god in a dream. He makes ducks and drakes. they 
h i . say, are beautiful. The train shakes very much. A ghost is 
suid to appear every ? night. no difference in quality between 
the two. soul apart from the body? ease the cord a little.  wnt.x 
U�QQ¼`�KUVU�`�NMQ_���NM��\PM�XWTQKM��]\UW[\�IV`QM\a��XTMI[]ZM�
JWI\��PQU��WQT�KW^MZQVO��JaW������V��)�[UITT�SM\\TM��V[ZNVT�XTV]\��
poid on delivery to-mor- \ row? circulating c a pit til. transfer 
2rice. reeled silk resources. source of  revenue to meet this ex. 
KZa�NWZ�ÅVIVKQIT�ZMILR][\UMV\��Å�TQWV�OW^M^VQVM�TQ\�Q_Z\a��LMITMZ�
in cereals. ft sciatic nerves. crop-haired head. disappointed at 
j-our not coming. General news. Crystallised sugar. surface 
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feels rough. On account of  a thick fog a warship ran upon a 
sunken rock. Eating living without work. if  drones of  society. 
& ?b. periodical. This fowl is a cross-breed. Weeds have grown 
ail over. do it so roughly. parts, it has a single root. In round 
numbers, it is about ten. A constant guide — I always keep a 
copy by me. abstraction. considered it right by compulsion. 
QUXW[ML�WV�SMZW[MVM��LWO\IWZ�¸�	�][MTM[[�IZ\QKTM��,Q^QVQVO�
[\QKS[��QVLM[KZQJIJTa�ÅVM�^QM_��+PQVM[M�XWMU�WN �NW]Z�TQVM[��,W�
quickly what is good. com2iletion of  the –ivhole. certi- jirate 
of  f/ood condtict. machine irorked by springs. pest virus has 
been extirpated. The whole body. Oil ofe. Muzzle-loading. 
Logomachy. absolute f/ood. puffed up. iraoid icork. ir/yjr nith 
I�PW][\¼�KTV\P�VW\�WN �\PM�_WZTL��IN\MZ�Q�Qa�LN �XIZ\]ZM�QV�PQ[�KIZM��
Rice-cake boiled with vegetables. indoor-sandals. 2resents. wet 
al! over jottings column. Lucky clouds, Cotton duck. 1 was as-
tonished at his cunning. It is torn to pieces. ft person sithject to 
headaches. He coolly took it away tute for the real examinee. 
for L, audacity I think this takes the cake.


